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ABSTRACT
Fuel cell (FC) systems with on-board hydrogen storage offer long range, fast refueling, with low
audible and thermal signatures. These attributes make fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) the best option for
fleet vehicles with high utilization and stringent environmental requirements. A FC system con-
sists of the stack, which performs the electrical conversion of hydrogen to electricity, the balance
of plant (BOP) components including pumps, ejectors, and blowers which are responsible for sup-
plying reactants (hydrogen and air) at the correct rates, humidification, and thermal management
hardware. Fuel cells (FCs) are typically hybridized with a battery to recuperate the braking energy
and improve the system durability by reducing the a) transient and high current spikes, b) idling
conditions with high open circuit potential, and c) the number of startup and shutdown cycles.
At the vehicle level satisfying driver’s torque/power demand is achieved by choosing the power
split between the fuel cell and battery. Low hydrogen consumption and vehicle efficiency can be
achieved through load preview and simultaneous optimization of vehicle speed and power split to
regulate battery state of charge and fuel cell thermal management as this thesis shows.
This dissertation presents control strategies to address the above challenges for different size
and weight of fuel cell vehicles motivated by the diversity of powertrains managed in the defense
industry. Air-cooled stacks are considered for small power systems such as ground robots. To
this end, an air-cooled fuel cell system model with a fan as a BOP component is considered. The
optimization of the lumped thermal dynamic addresses the FC bulk temperature taking into account
the parasitic loss of the electric fan that supplies air for the reaction and cooling simultaneously.
We analyze prior work that used an offline numerical optimization method called General Purpose
Optimal Control Software (GPOPS) to solve the optimal fan flow and fuel cell current for this
combined BOP and powersplit optimization strategy. We show that the optimal FC temperature
and current setpoints depend on the drive cycle, but their values does not change substantially
within the cycle. Given the intra-cycle invariance of the setpoints, we develop two proportional-
integral (PI) controllers to achieve the power split and the BOP.
Secondly, a large fuel cell vehicle (FCV) with multiple kW of power uses a liquid cooling
hardware strategy and imposes low parasitic losses hence the optimization emphasis shifts on the
power split strategy. A dynamic programming and equivalent minimization consumption control
strategies are developed and compared for different battery sizes and battery cell chemistries.
Thirdly, co-optimization and sequential optimization of the velocity profile and the power split
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were compared and developed for a liquid-cooled FC with battery for a Small Multipurpose Equip-
ment Transport (SMET) vehicle in terms of energy consumption, operating modes, and computa-
tional cost. Last but not least, the importance of accurate SOC estimation for the battery utilization
is addressed by combining voltage and force measurements to improve SOC estimation for an





Alternatives to the traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) are required to decarbonize the
transportation, which accounts for almost 30% of all greenhouse gas emissions in the United States
of America (USA) [145] and nearly 20% in the rest of the world. Fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) are
examples of such alternatives to the internal combustion engine vehicles. Fuel cells (FCs) con-
vert chemical energy contained in hydrogen into electricity. Fuel cell (FC) achieve the range and
recharge convenience of ICEs. If combined with batteries they provide the power and agility of
standalone batteries [109]. Widespread adoption of FCVs is limited due to the lack of hydro-
gen distribution and refueling infrastructure and associated high cost. Despite the low volumetric
energy density of compressed hydrogen storage on-board the vehicle various systems have demon-
strated a range of 500 miles [128, 129]. Hydrogen is currently produced mostly by natural gas that
is plentiful in the USA, but it also produces emissions (kgCO2/kWh). The decabornization of the
grid makes electrolysis the greener means of hydrogen production. If all petrol cars in the USA,
however, were replaced by fuel cell vehicles, an estimated 1.4 to 2.1 TW would be required to pro-
duce the needed hydrogen from intermittent renewables. This is far greater than the current total
USA electricity generating capacity of 1.2 TW [21] requiring integration of solar and wind power
generation and upgraded grid transmission and control that will allow control of the electrolysis
demand.
The current state of the art for light-duty fuel cell vehicles is the Toyota Mirai, Honda Clarity,
and the Hyundai Nexo. They each have a range of 350 miles and can be refueled in 3-5 minutes
[60]. A popular alternative vehicle configuration that will rely on renewable electric energy gen-
eration is the battery electric vehicle (BEV). Examples of the state of the art for battery electric
vehicles (BEVs) are currently the Tesla Model 3 and S, Nissan Leaf, GM Bolt, among others,
which have a range of 100-351 miles [56] and recharge depends on the type of charger as shown
in Table 1.1 and obtained from [70] and [165]. The limitations of BEVs compared to FCVs is
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Figure 1.1: Fuel cell vehicle (FCV) in the transportation sector. Figure adapted from [29]. Circle
size represents the relative annual energy consumption of this vehicle type.
Table 1.1: Different electric vehicles (EV) charges comparison. Information obtained from [70]
and [165].
Charger Standard type AC/DC Charging time BEV Power
Tesla Type 3 DC 20 min 50-100 kW
Mennekes Type 2 AC 13 hours 4-19.2 kW
J1772 Type 1 AC 35 hours 1.4-1.9 kW
their longer charging time and shorter mileage range, but they have lower cost and their fuel in-
frastructure has been better established [129]. As Fig. 1.1 summarizes, most of the small cars will
be BEVs, except robotic or autonomous vehicles that can and should operate with much higher
utilization to become cost-effective, requiring multiple fast re-fueling events per day [60]. Appli-
cations such as shared-services, taxis, buses, among others, can benefit by using fuel cells because
they operate 24/7 and there is no time to recharge. Medium-duty vehicles (MDV) that operate con-
tinuously and in a fleet configuration with depot refueling would also benefit from transitioning to
FC powertrains.
While fuel cell light-duty vehicles (LDVs) are commercially produced (though not with exten-
sive success), the development of heavy-duty fuel cell vehicles in long-haul trucks is accelerating.
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) in their efforts to implement FCVs, determined a
target of $60/kW, a power density of 1.7 KWh/L, and a durability target 30,000 hours for heavy-
duty vehicles [60] which are the current focus for most USA R&D efforts.
One of the factors affecting the overall cost of the fuel cell vehicle are the durability and cost
of the fuel cell system [60]. The fuel cell system’s durability and cost can be improved by opti-
mizing the balance of plant (BOP) components such as air compressors, fuel processors, sensors,
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Figure 1.2: Fuel cell (FC), lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt-oxide (NMC), and lithium ion iron
phosphate (LFP) specific energy and power comparison. Fuel cell information obtained from [146]
and NMC and LFP information obtained from [106].
and water and heat management that affect fuel cell performance. Great progress has been made
toward achieving the Department of Energy’s (DOEs) targets for reduction in stack component
cost, including reducing the Pt in the catalyst. However, this attention has not been directed to-
ward the balance of plant components, which is projected to reach 60% of the total cost by 2025
[61]. Therefore, optimal control of the power split sizing of the FC, battery, and the pumps, fans,
and blowers would enable component downsizing and system simplification but require careful
coordination to protect the fuel cell from overheating or reactant starvation.
A final aspect to consider when optimizing the fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle performance is
the type of energy source the fuel cell should be combined with. Fuel cells are always connected
with another energy source, as shown in Fig. 1.3, to meet stringent vehicle cold startup and tran-
sient response requirements and improve system durability [8]. Even though fuel cell degradation
is mitigated by hybridization, hybridization affects the total cost of ownership [84] which limits the
further implementation of fuel cell vehicles. Although fuel cell and batteries are the typical config-
uration, supercapacitor configurations for FCVs were investigated due to the high power density,
fast transient response, longer life cycle, and high-frequency rate of charging and discharging [49].
A combination of the fuel cell, battery, and supercapacitor has also been proposed at a very high
cost to take advantage of both good qualities of the two energy sources or support highly energetic
equipment on-board vehicles. In this thesis, we focused on the FC and battery hybrid configuration
following the commercial trends for small to medium-size vehicles.
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Besides choosing the battery and fuel cell configuration, the question of which battery chem-
istry should be chosen to operate the fuel cell vehicles formulates. Among various cathode ma-
terials for lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries, two chemistries are widely used, namely, lithium-nickel-
manganese-cobalt-oxide (NMC) and lithium ion iron phosphate (LFP). Especially, NMC has been
considered a good candidate for electric vehicles (EV) applications for its high specific energy
[82]. On the other hand, LFP has been considered for unmanned air vehicles (UAV), hybrid elec-
tric vehicles (HEV), EV and are promising for FCV owing to its fast charging capability, high
power density, and long cycle life [178]. As shown in Fig.1.2, NMC has higher specific energy
while LFP has higher specific power. Therefore, the question of which chemistries to use in fuel
cell vehicles (eg., LFP or NMC) arises and needs to be answered.
1.2 Fuel Cell Vehicle
An example of a fuel cell vehicle (FCV) powertrain is shown in Fig. 1.3, highlighting at the top
the power splitting and energy management between a battery and the fuel cell. The dynamic re-
sponse of the fuel cell (FC) and its ability to follow the load required to power a vehicle depends
on managing the air and hydrogen paths that supply the reactants along with the thermal and hu-
midification requirements. This management is denoted as balance of plant (BOP) and has been
the subject of numerous publications. Textbook material with publicly-available simulation [120]
and commercial software can be found in [3]. Past control investigations focused on avoiding star-
vation in the cathode and anode that lead to fuel cell degradation [126]. Combination of fuel cell
with batteries can provide load-leveling and allows the system to operate at lower cathode stoi-
chiometric ratios (lower reactant flows), thus reducing the parasitic losses associated with the air
compressor [139] and the humidification of the air path, promoting self-balancing of the hydrogen
system. Although the balance of plant has been addressed in the past, the influence of cooling and
battery sizing during start-up, shutdown, and storage periods across a wide range of environmental
conditions is still the frontier in the control and optimization efforts in FCVs.
The problem of how much power is required from the fuel cell and the battery is still relevant,
especially, if the FC is used as the battery range extender. This power split has to maintain the
efficient operation of its components from driving from point A to point B and ideally deplete its
battery or the hydrogen storage depending on the availability of electricity or hydrogen supply at
points. In commercial range extenders or plug-in hybrids with internal combustion engines the
preference is to deplete the battery due to the cost of electricity and the high environmental burden
of fossil fuel combustion. In this thesis, the power split is formulated with a terminal depleted
battery, but we may explore the depleted hydrogen option later as a case study.
The torque demand is known as the load profile and depends on the vehicle velocity trajectory,
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Figure 1.3: Example of a fuel cell hybrid vehicle powertrain. Figure based on [120].
as shown in Fig. 1.3. The load profile is converted to electrical power through the motor (Pload).
Then, the power split of the battery power and fuel cell for an FCV is determined by:
Pfc,net = Pload − Pe (1.1)
where Pe is the power required by other onboard energy sources such as batteries and Pfc,net =
Pfc − Paux is the fuel cell’s net stack power where Paux is the power for the auxiliary components
managing the BOP and Pfc is the fuel cell stack power. In the following section, the fuel cell’s
reactions that produce Pfc are explained. A schematic of how the power flow occurs in an FCV is
shown in Fig. 1.3. Further terms can be added to this power split rule, such as DC/DC converter
power, depending on the fuel cell vehicle configuration and components. The battery power is
given by:
Pb = nsnpIbVt (1.2)
where np is the number of battery cells in parallel in a module, ns is the number of battery modules
in series for forming a stack, Ib is the battery current, and Vt is the terminal voltage of a battery
cell.
Another aspect that needs to be considered in the fuel cell vehicle is that the range of the
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state of charge of the battery and size depends on whether the fuel cell vehicle is either a hybrid
vehicle where the battery is used as load leveling for the FC or a plug-in hybrid vehicle where
the battery is depleted and the FC is used as a range extender. A smaller battery is used for a
hybrid car and the state of charge is usually controlled in a narrow range of 70-40%. The battery
absorbs the fast transient and can be recharged through regenerative braking to improve the overall
vehicle efficiency and FC durability. For this configuration the power battery is used as discussed
in chapter 5. For a plug-in hybrid vehicle, a bigger battery is used or a FC range extender, and the
battery is completely depleted by the end of the trip with the expectation that the battery can be
charged overnight to minimize the hydrogen used. The range for the state of charge is 80-20% for
the plug-in hybrid vehicle. In this chapter, most of the control strategies discussed are for fuel cell
vehicles with a hybrid configuration.
Last but not least, fuel cell models need to be scalable to address military vehicles’ needs.
Military vehicles’ power demand ranges from 300 W in robots to 250 kW in heavier vehicles. The
military vehicles are required to operate at extreme environmental conditions that can affect fuel
cell operation, such as startup from sub-zero temperatures and operation at dry ambient conditions.
This thesis aims to develop a model of the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) that
accounts for the parasitic losses of the balance of plant to study the sizing effect on the fuel cell
system performance combined with batteries to power the vehicle. The power-split for the fuel cell
and battery for various vehicle sizes and drive cycles will be analyzed in this thesis to address if
the fuel cell models’ developed in this thesis fit the military vehicle operating conditions’ needs.
1.3 Fuel Cell Operation
The fuel cell is composed of membrane separator and two electrodes. The anode is known as
the electrode where hydrogen gas is provided and reacted in the fuel cell, and the cathode as
the electrode that has oxygen flow through the fuel cell, as shown in Fig. 1.4. The separator is
composed of a membrane, two catalyst layers, and two gas diffusion layers, as shown in Fig. 1.4.
The catalyst layer could be a part of the electrode or membrane, depending on the manufacturing
process. The multilayered assembly that consists of the two electrodes and the membrane is called
the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) [122]. The MEA is between the collector or electrode
plates. The primary reaction in the fuel cell is the hydrogen, which is fed through the anode,
and it separates into protons and electrons in the catalyst layer [89]. The protons flow through the
membrane until it reaches the cathode, and the electrons flow through the external circuit producing
electricity. The electrons and protons react with the oxygen in the cathode, producing water, as
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Figure 1.4: Toyota Mirai fuel cell system implemented since 2015. Figure reproduced from [166].
shown in Fig. 1.4. Therefore, the overall reaction occurring in the fuel cell is:
2H2 +O2 ⇒ 2H2O (1.3)
The overall chemical reaction produces heat, and heat transfer occurs within the fuel cell’s solid
components, reactant gases, and cooling medium. The heat produced affects the water transport
within the catalyst layers, gas diffusion layers, membrane, and the fuel cell’s overall performance.
Therefore, heat removal is required to avoid the probable decrease in the overall performance by
fuel cell degradation due to overheating [16]. To further understand the fuel cell reactions and the
heat produced, the MEA components’ properties and mutual interdependence are explained.
• Membrane → The membrane is responsible for the proton transport from the anode to the
cathode. The membrane also does water transport from the cathode and anode. Therefore,
the membrane should have high proton conductivity, be chemically and mechanically stable
in the fuel cell environment, and provide a barrier for mixing fuel and reactant gases. The
material typically used for the membrane consists of a fluorocarbon backbone to which sul-
fonic acid groups (SO−3 H
+) are attached. The thickness of the membrane varies from 50
to 175 microns [122]. Thin membrane have low resistance but can degrade and have high
crossover. Acceleration of membrane degradation occurs when high temperatures (Tfcε[85-
120◦C]) and low humidity (φε[30-10%]) values are present in the fuel cell [170]. Beyond
the degradation, the high temperatures and low humidity values affect proton transport and
water transport, causing a drop in the power or electricity produced by the fuel cell through
either flooding or drying of the fuel cell.
• Catalyst Layer→ The catalyst layer is responsible for the electrochemical reactions to take
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place. The most common catalyst in proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells is plat-
inum [89]. Higher temperature causes platinum dissolution and deposition in the membrane
affecting the water transport [103].
• Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)→ The primary role for the GDL is to facilitate the gas transport
from the channels to the catalyst layer. The gas diffusion layer is also responsible for con-
ducting the heat generated by the electrochemical reactions in the catalyst layer to the collec-
tor or separator plates while providing mechanical support to the MEA. The GDL provides
water transport from the catalyst layer to the electrodes and gas flow from the electrodes
to the catalyst. The gas diffusion layer must be porous, electrically, thermally conductive,
and rigid to allow the water transport and gas flow. The most common materials for the gas
diffusion layer are carbon fiber-based materials such as carbon fiber papers and woven car-
bon fabrics or cloths [89]. At high temperatures, the hydrophobicity of the GDL decreases
increasing the water retention and thus prone to flooding [103].
From the discussion of the MEA components, the temperature and heat generated by operating
the fuel cell affect fuel cell performance. The balance of plant components controls the temper-
ature, heat rejection, and humidification in the fuel cell to obtain efficient fuel cell performance.
The balance of plant components are explained in the next section.
1.4 Balance of Plant (BOP)
The balance of plant components (BOP) are responsible for cooling the fuel cell stack, providing
enough reactants, and allowing the humidification of reactants before they enter. The BOP also
allows adequate recirculation for hydrogen and water to allow efficient fuel cell operation. The
BOP usually consist of a compressor for the air delivery system and a pump/heat-exchanger/fan
for the cooling system. They also include a pump for hydrogen recirculation and water pumps
or humidifiers for membrane humidification. The BOP components for liquid-cooled stacks are
shown in Fig. 1.4. The combination of the BOP with the fuel cell is known as the fuel cell system.
The fuel cell system can be broken into four subsystems to improve the performance of the
fuel cell, such as improving the electrochemical reactions in the stack to prevent fuel starvation
and high stack temperatures and maintain stack voltage at a fixed continuous operation [126]:
• Reaction subsystem→ In this subsystem, hydrogen and air are provided to the fuel cell. This
subsystem is divided into the hydrogen or fuel loop. The hydrogen loop is responsible for
delivering hydrogen to the fuel cell, and the air loop is responsible for providing air to the
fuel cell:
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– Hydrogen or fuel loop → The hydrogen flows at the anode through a fuel processor
such as a gas or methanol steam reformer or directly from a hydrogen tank. This
hydrogen is fed in the fuel cell through a pump. The Toyota Mirai gives an example of
the BOP responsible for the fuel loop. In the Toyota Mirai, the hydrogen is obtained
from two hydrogen tanks, and through a pump and pressure regulator, it goes through
3 fuel injectors, and it is fed to the fuel cell [9]. The hydrogen that flowed through
the anode is drained using a valve and a liquid-gas separator and later recirculated
through a pump to the fuel cell. An example of this system is shown in Fig. 1.4. The
challenge with this hydrogen loop is to provide hydrogen at a certain stoichiometric
ratio to ensure the efficient performance of the fuel cell. High hydrogen rates result in
higher power density and greater stack efficiency but lower net power from the fuel cell
due to the BOP’s higher power requirement. High hydrogen rates can help by having
more frequent purging from the anode side, but it can cause dehydration on the cell
and, consequently, fuel cell degradation.
– Air loop→ The air is provided to the cathode through a blower or fan or a compressed
air tank. After passing the blower, the air is supplied through a valve to the fuel cell.
In the Toyota Mirai, the BOP components used for the air loop is an air compressor
and air pressure regulating valve to provide air to the fuel cell stack [9]. An example of
this system is shown in Fig. 1.4. The challenge with this air loop is the airflow control
at a certain stoichiometric ratio to ensure the fuel cell’s efficient performance. High
airflow rates result in higher power density and greater stack efficiency but lower net
power from the fuel cell due to the higher power requirement from the balance of plant
components. Increased airflow rates also produce more water, causing mass transport
limitation and fuel cell degradation by water accumulation in the gas diffusion and
catalyst layers.
• Thermal subsystem → The thermal subsystem is the most important subsystem. Almost
half of the energy produced is in the heat of reaction. The main goal of this system is to
maintain the temperature in the optimum operating range to keep the humidity level in the
membrane. As was previously shown, a higher temperature than the operating range can
cause dehydration, shrinkage, wrinkles, and even rupture in the membrane. Fans or blowers
are used to cool the fuel cell system for air-cooled fuel cells and pump/heat-exchanger/fan
or radiator for liquid-cooled fuel cells. In the Toyota Mirai, a radiator with two fans, a water
pump, heater, heater core, rotary valve, and the 3-way valve is used for the cooling system
[9].
• Water management subsystem → The subsystem’s primary goal is to maintain the mem-
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brane hydrated and efficient water distribution within the fuel cell to avoid dehydration or
flooding. The fuel cells are internally humidified through direct water injection to reduce the
BOP price. The Toyota Mirai uses an internal humidifier [166] as shown in Fig. 1.4.
• Power electronics and energy sources subsystem → This subsystem balances the fuel cell
power to satisfy load demands without abrupt transients or changes in fuel cell power de-
mand to avoid fuel cell degradation. Therefore power electronics are used to control the
fuel cell power drawn to power up the vehicle. The most commonly used power electronic
to regulate the fuel cell voltage is DC/DC converters. Fuel cells, unfortunately, have a slow
dynamic response, and therefore it cannot sustain the abrupt changes during startup and tran-
sient of the vehicle. Consequently, it has to be combined with other energy sources such as
batteries or supercapacitors or a combination of both. In the Toyota Mirai, the fuel cell sys-
tem is combined with a battery [9]. For the 2021 Toyota Mirai in [147] the battery consists
of a lithium ion 1.24 kWh battery.
1.5 Power Split
Different control strategies have been used to determine the optimal power split required for an
FCV. The overall hydrogen consumption of the fuel cell vehicle needs to be minimized to achieve
efficient fuel cell and vehicle operation. Generally, the cost function consists of minimizing the
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mol
is the Faraday’s constant. The cost function can have other terms
to minimize and weights to penalize these terms. The limitation of these strategies is that the driv-
ing cycle of the vehicle needs to be known beforehand. Other formulations consist of defining an
instantaneous cost function, which is updated with time. The limitation with the instantaneous cost
function is that the models and formulation need to be as simple as possible to avoid the high com-
putational cost. In the following sections rule-based control strategies such as proportional-integral
control and fuzzy logic control will be discussed and the role of these strategies in determining the
power split required for an FCV will be explained. Optimal control strategies such as dynamic
programming, Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle, equivalent consumption minimization strategy,
model predictive control, and machine learning are also explained.
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1.5.1 Rule-based Control (RBC) Strategies
Rule-based strategies consist of rules based on experience with the goal to obtain an efficient
power split between the fuel cell and an energy source storage such as battery or capacitor. These
rules are easy to implement but it is hard to determine whether they are optimal or not since they
aim at maintaining a desired battery state of charge and not necessarily minimizing the overall
energy consumption. The key point here is that the usefulness of consuming battery energy at
a given point in time depends on future energy (hydrogen) used later to supplement this energy.
The instantaneous conditions for the power split are thus hard to decide. Examples of rule-based
strategies are proportional-integral control, as shown in Fig. 1.5.
A proportional-integral (PI) controller is a feedback control loop that consists in calculating the
error (e(t) = r − y(t)) between a reference value r = SOCref and the output of the system y(t) =
SOC. The SOCref is based on rules derived heuristically and aims to balance the use of battery
to offset the use of FC and hence hydrogen. These rules are often expressed via IF-THEN rules
and membership functions, which define certain situations and conditions that would enable either
one or two energy sources between the main and the auxiliary energy sources. The IF-THEN rule-
based method has become popular due to the easy implementation of simple rules without having to
understand the complexity of the problem completely [126]. Many researchers have implemented
fuzzy logic controllers in FCV [160]. Once the rules guide to a fixed or slowly varying reference
battery state of charge, the remaining tuning relies on classical control techniques.
A proportional-integral controller was implemented in [154] for a full hybrid power system.
The system included a PEMFC Horizon H-100, lithium-ion battery pack, and DC/DC unidirec-
tional and bidirectional converter. The system’s states consist of the inductor current and the
DC/DC converter’s output voltage. The fuel cell model consisted of an equivalent electrical circuit
with a variable double layer capacitor to display the transient characteristics. As typically done in
such power split controllers, the fuel cell operating temperature was kept constant at 60◦C, but the
optimal temperature setpoint was not investigated. The PI controller gains are tuned through the
converter’s frequency response analysis using a linearized model at the nominal operating point.
Another example of a PI controller that controls the DC bus voltage for a hybrid source for auto-
motive application with experimental validation can be found in [14].
Besides using the PI controller for the state of charge regulation or control, it can be used for
the fuel cell’s airflow control to avoid starvation, which damages the stack and limits the power
drawn from the fuel cell. In [33] a decoupled controller for a fuel cell hybrid system with batteries
is experimentally validated. A classical control strategy is used for the fuel cell current demanded
and battery beside the PI controller’s airflow control. Mahjoubi used two proportional-integral
controllers to control the airflow and temperature to avoid oxygen starvation and the drop of system
efficiency while extending fuel cell lifetime [87].
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of simple proportional-integral control implementation.
PI control has also been used to maintain the fuel cell current in the presence of load disturbance
[31]. Two PI controllers were developed to obtain the power split by controlling the fuel cell’s
efficiency and the state of charge (SOC) of a fuel cell/battery passenger vehicle [13]. The double
PI controller reduced hydrogen consumption by 1.4% compared to a simple PI controller that
only controls the SOC of the battery. PI control has also been combined with heuristic control
strategies such as fuzzy control to achieve the power split of a fuel cell and battery configuration
with temperature control [149]. Despite the popularity of the PI controller, tuning the PI controller
gains when the reference state of charge varies can be challenging.
Due to their low computational load, rule-based strategies can be easily implemented in real
time in a FCV. The Toyota Mirai power split can be deduced from [9] and the modeling work of
[30]. The Mirai strategy consists of a set of basic rules where the fuel cell is turned off during
braking and idling. During driving conditions, the energy management is achieved through a load-
following strategy that maintains the battery state of charge. Despite having a strong load following
energy management, [30] showed in simulations lower fuel cell degradation compared to a more
load-leveling strategy. In subsequent sections, we discuss how the battery state of charge can be
defined based on an equivalent consumption minimization strategy.
1.5.2 Dynamic Programming (DP)
Dynamic Programming (DP) is a numerical method that finds the optimal control sequence that
minimizes a given cost function, in this case hydrogen consumption given constraints and a de-
sired final battery state of charge. Since the optimal decision at every instant depends on the future
demands and constraints, DP starts from the final step and propagates backward assuming knowl-
edge of the entire load trajectory. Different papers applying DP have been developed with schemes
similar to Fig. 1.6. In the literature, DP has been widely used to achieve the best performance
in consideration of hydrogen fuel consumption [177, 79] and other objectives such as fuel life or
degradation [35, 40, 64]. Especially, in [64], the authors show that the optimal solution obtained
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from DP could lead to a 4.1% reduction in hydrogen consumption by including thermal manage-
ment and fuel cell degradation in the fuel cell modeling, showing the importance of including these
factors in the optimal power split formulation. In [35], lookup tables based on experimental test-
ing of an actual fuel cell (FC) test-bench are developed. The fuel cell power include the auxiliary
power of the components used, such as water pumps, air conditioning, and compressor. The oper-
ating temperature of the fuel cell is not specified. It is shown with simulations that the weighted
DP improves hydrogen consumption compared to a state machine control algorithm for a fuel cell
battery vehicle.
1.5.3 Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (PMP)
Even though DP gives the optimal solution, its computational time exponentially increases as the
number of states increases. Therefore, PMP can be an alternative solution to solve the control
problem on FCVs. PMP consists of solving a set of conditions necessary for optimality. In [175],
PMP used fuel cell power as an input (Pfc) and state of charge (SOC) as a state. A schematic of
the PMP formulation can be found in Fig. 1.6. The cooling system is composed of a compressor
and other auxiliary components. A comparison between PMP to a rule-based energy management
strategy was performed with respect to lower hydrogen consumption. In [80] an SOC and battery
current constraint was applied to PMP and they compared results to PMP without these constraints.
They also studied how these constraints applied to PMP affected battery lifetime and battery energy
loss. They showed that with the constraints applied the energy loss was reduced by 5.6% and
battery lifetime by 0.417%. Zhengh also applied PMP to obtain the power split of a FCV vehicle
but it included a fuel cell system lifetime factor in the fuel cell system cost besides a SOC constraint
[173]. They showed that the combination of the lifetime factor and SOC constraint increases the
fuel cell consumption compared to SOC constraint only.
1.5.4 Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS)
The ECMS has been proven to be equivalent under certain conditions to Pontryagin’s minimum
principle. The equivalent consumption minimization strategy is a heuristic method that consists
of reducing the global minimization problem into an instantaneous minimization problem. It is
solved at each instant, only using a weighted value of the electric energy and on the actual energy
flow in the powertrain. An ECMS, which was first proposed in [112] for hybrid electric vehicles,
has been applied to fuel cell electric vehicles. In [148], ECMS is used to find the optimal energy
management for an agricultural tractor consisting of fuel cells and lithium ion batteries for mini-
mizing the hydrogen consumption of the vehicle. In [172], energy management using ECMS was
used for a fuel cell hybrid vehicle using batteries and a supercapacitor. The ECMS only considered
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Figure 1.6: Dynamic programming (DP) and Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (PMP) schematic.
In the dynamic programming (DP) and Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (PMP) formulation in
[35] and [175], fuel cell power is used as an input (Pfc) and state of charge (SOC) as a state.
an optimum power of the fuel cell and battery by adding a penalty factor in terms of the battery
SOC and fuel cell’s mean efficiency. Fuel cell and battery degradation are not considered and the
simulation tool is not specified. More importantly, the FC system assumes a constant power of
11 kW for the total power of the auxiliary components, namely an air-conditioner and a compres-
sor. The fuel cell model consists of lookup tables, but the operating temperature is not specified
pointing to the need for more comprehensive effort and experimentation for this promising work.
Notably, ECMS can be formulated in consideration of different factors besides the weighted
electric energy. An example can be found in [54] where a battery and fuel cell-powered locomotive
used an ECMS with a dynamic factor that considered the influence of recycling the braking energy
of the battery to obtain the power split.
1.5.5 Model Predictive Control (MPC)
MPC uses model prediction to satisfy constraints on the input and output variables and measure-
ments to adjust the actions [133]. MPC was used for buses and other applications that depend on
the dynamic response of fuel cell and batteries [51]. Many comparisons of the performance of
a battery charge control, fuel cell dynamics [81] and fuel cell thermal dynamics [168] were per-
formed. These constraints were applied to avoid fuel cell degradation [44, 58]. The simulation
results explored these constraints and their effect on hydrogen consumption, including auxiliary
component losses for the cooling system.
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1.5.6 Machine Learning
Machine learning consists of tools that detect patterns in data and these patterns are used to predict
future behavior or perform decisions under uncertainty. Machine learning method has been used,
despite requiring large amounts of data, because of the excellent performance of trained models
on the FCV. In [83] machine learning was used to obtain a set of rules to improve the energy
consumption economy of FCVs. Reinforcement learning was used in [55] for the dynamic energy
management of an FCV with batteries. The reinforcement learning method consists of an agent
observing the behavior of the data and updating the values of the parameters of the model through
a reward function. One experiment where the reward function only accounts for charge sustaining
SOC is included in [55]. It was possible to show that on different driving cycles reduced hydrogen
consumption was achieved compared to the first experimental formulation. Reinforcement learning
has also been used to improve the lifetime of the battery and efficiency of the power system by
limiting the state of charge variation in a fuel cell and battery system configuration [127]. In [171]
reinforcement learning was used to optimize the energy efficiency of FCVs and slow down the
aging of (PEMFC). Another example of reinforcement learning with the promise of future online
implementation can be found in [159]. In [159] the optimal energy management problem of plug-in
hybrid fuel cell and battery systems was implemented.
1.6 Battery Sizing and Lithium Ion Battery Chemistries
Besides determining the optimal power split required for an FCV, battery sizing is another critical
problem to achieve an optimal fuel cell operation since it affects the weight of the vehicle and
therefore the fuel consumption. Contrary, the battery sizing is affected by a drive cycle [155],
a control policy [144], and hardware architecture [143] making it challenging to find an optimal
size. Furthermore, studies have shown that battery sizing should be obtained in consideration of
various factors, including fuel cell consumption, start/stop periods, system cost, and battery/FC
degradation [155, 91].
1.7 Thesis Organization and Contributions
From the previous summary and literature review discussed in section 1.5, the following gaps are
identified:
a) The importance of taking into account the parasitic losses from the BOP components and
strategies with fixed temperature and humidity setpoints. Models and methods to address
these sizing and set-point selection challenges are developed and analyzed in Chapter 3.
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b) There is a lack of studies for the right sizing of batteries and FCs. Flexible methods of
varying complexity for integrating and optimizing a hybrid FCV power split are in Chapter
4.
c) The choice of the right battery chemistry and its ability to act as a power source with limited
energy influences the power split in a hybrid FCV and increases the importance of high
battery utilization and accurate SOC. This deeper understanding and a novel methodology
for improving SOC accuracy so that small batteries can be used with high confidence is
shown in Chapter 6.
d) The emergence of highly automated and connected vehicles that are able to modify their
velocity profile while performing a mission motivates the work in Chapter 5 where the power
split and the vehicle velocity are co-optimized.
Therefore, the contributions and thesis organization are as follows: In Chapter 2, a 0D fuel cell
model and the assumptions to capture the behavior for a 15 KW Hydrogenics liquid-cooled stack
is explained. An empirical fuel cell model for a Ballard 1200 ACS air-cooled stack is described.
An explanation of the reasoning behind modeling both the air-cooled and liquid-cooled fuel cell
for the different military vehicles under study in this thesis, as shown in Fig. 1.7 is given. The
balance of plant components used and modeled for the air-cooled and liquid-cooled fuel cell are
also explained. The analysis has been done to address if the fuel cell models’ developed in this
thesis fit the military vehicle operating conditions’ needs.
Figure 1.7: Summary of the different military vehicles with the corresponding components ana-
lyzed for this thesis. Checkmarks mean the analysis has been investigated. Circles represent that
the component’s load has been taken into account but not its overall behavior.
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In Chapter 3, a pseudospectral optimization method is applied to obtain an optimal power split
while considering the fuel cell’s thermal dynamics to avoid stack overheating and minimize the
hydrogen consumption for a hybrid electric vehicle. A dual-loop proportional plus integral (PI)
control strategy is proposed to regulate the airflow by following a fuel cell temperature reference
for future online implementation. In contrast, another PI controller regulates the fuel cell current
by tracking a reference battery state of charge (SOC). The PI controllers track the optimal temper-
ature setpoint from the pseudospectral results and a linear reference for the SOC while achieving
96% of the optimum hydrogen consumption fuel savings with complete preview information. The
work has been accepted to be presented and published in the Modeling, Estimation, and Control
Conference (MECC 2021).
In Chapter 4, the performance of dynamic programming and equivalent minimization con-
sumption for a plug-in hybrid fuel cell medium-sized battery vehicle is compared when the equiv-
alent factor has been well tuned for a known duty cycle. The power density of this application
dictates a liquid cooling system that can maintains optimum FC temperature independently of the
air supply. Since the power required to operate a radiator and fan for a liquid cooling system is a
fraction of the power generated, the losses from the thermal subsystem are ignored. The resulting
system consists of one input (fuel cell’s current) and one state (the state of charge of the battery).
The control strategies’ performance is compared under different battery sizes to study battery siz-
ing on fuel cell operation and hydrogen consumption. The effect of battery chemistry on battery
power and how it affects the power split is also investigated.
In Chapter 5, co-optimization and sequential optimization were compared for a hybrid fuel
cell liquid-cooled with battery SMET vehicle in terms of energy consumption, operating modes,
and computational cost. Using Pontriagyn’s Minimum Principle (PMP) with distance, vehicle
speed, and state of charge (SOC) as states, we find that the co-optimization can be formulated
with one discrete variable describing vehicle operation and another continuous variable for power
distribution. The reformulation is done to reduce computation while implementing Dynamic Pro-
gramming. The sequential optimization consists of two stages. The first stage consisted of solving
the cost function in terms of distance to obtain an optimal speed profile. The second stage takes
the obtained speed profile and solves the minimum hydrogen consumption cost function in terms
of distance. The contribution of this work is to answer if co-optimization is beneficial compared to
sequential optimization. This contribution helps us understand the tradeoff between system accu-
racy and optimality between co-optimization and sequential optimization. The work is published
in [68].
In Chapter 6, a LQE based on a moving window of past F measurements was applied and de-
veloped to improve SOC estimation on a lithium iron phosphate battery. The voltage–SOC relation
for the lithium iron phosphate battery is flat (low slope), making SOC estimation using measured
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voltage difficult. The developed observer consists of combining voltage and force measurements to
improve SOC estimation. The observer’s voltage model consists of a double resistance-capacitance
pair equivalent circuit model using current as input and state of charge (SOC), and the resistance-
capacitance pairs voltages (V1, V2) as states. The force model uses a Force-SOC model consisting
of a static piecewise-linear function model that uses current as input and state of charge (SOC,z)
as the state [37]. The methodology’s contribution is to improve the SOC estimation by adding
the force measurement while addressing the non-monotonic F–SOC relationship that can cause
convergence to a wrong SOC value. The novel switching estimation gain is based on determin-
ing the operating region corresponding to the actual SOC, which helps obtain convergence to the
correct SOC value. The DST profile is used for the observer’s simulation and experimental valida-
tion. The developed observer’s performance improved SOC estimation compared to the classical
voltage observer based on voltage measurements. The work is published in [37].
In Chapter 7, the conclusion and future work will be explained.
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CHAPTER 2
Fuel Cell System Modeling
2.1 Introduction
There are different ways to model the fuel cell behavior, and they can be classified into three cat-
egories [22]: empirical, semi-empirical, and physical models. Empirical models consist of using
simple models (such as polynomials) to match experimental data. Due to the dependence on the
experimental data’s operating conditions, the empirical models typically have limited predictive ca-
pability around the experimental operating conditions where data for fitting was collected. These
models are excellent for interpolating between operating conditions in the training data sets but
often fail to extrapolate well. The empirical models’ advantage is that it provides simple means for
simulating and comparing the system’s performance under different operating conditions. Semi-
empirical models combine equations for conservation of species and charge with empirical models
for rate kinetics and transport such as diffusion. These models can capture the transport phenomena
(such as mass transport of the reactants and water across the cell). Due to the underlying physics,
these models have better predictive ability than purely empirical models. They cannot operate out-
side of the range they were designed or validated. Due to the empirical equations, approximations
of the transport phenomena within the cell are still present. Lastly, physical models use partial
differential equations that describe the 3-D micro-structure in the fuel cell. These models are more
realistic and accurate but require high computational cost and time methods such as computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) to be solved.
The fuel cell models are classified as 0-D, 1-D, 1+1D, 2D, or 3D models. 3D models consist of
modeling the transport equations in all directions (x,y, and z) as shown in Fig. 2.1. These models
precisely capture the fuel cell model transport behavior, but it comes with a high computational
cost. Examples of 3D models can be found in [50],[86],[158]. 2D models have been developed to
reduce the computational cost and capture the transport equations. These models are solved across
the x and y (or x and z) dimensions, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Examples of 2D models can be found
in [151], [94], [102]. In 1+1D, the transport equations are solved and analyzed without completely
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Figure 2.1: Length scales and computational domains for PEMFC modeling. 1-D models usually
consist of capturing transport behavior across the x dimension. 2-D models consist of analyzing
the transport behavior across x and y (or x-z) dimensions. Lastly, 3-D models consist of studying
transport behavior across all dimensions (x,y, and z).
solving the equations on both dimensions (x and y) to reduce the computational cost further. In
1-D models, the transport analysis across one dimension (x) of the fuel cell is modeled and studied.
The x-direction in Fig. 2.1 is often two orders of magnitude smaller than the y and z dimensions.
The aspect ratio of x against y and z can be leveraged by analyzing the physics to decouple x-
direction transport in the GDL from y-z transport in the channel. Examples of 1D models can be
found in [138], [93], [164]. In 0-D models, the analysis of the parameters over the spatial domain
is not considered. Examples of 0-D models can be found in [121], [109], [72]. Therefore, since
the computational complexity scales with the N-dimensions, a 3-D semi-empirical model could be
much more computationally costly than the 0-D physics-based model making 0-D based models
more ideal for control applications.
The fuel cell model can further be divided into fuel cell system modeling and stack modeling.
The fuel cell stack model captures the reactions occurring within the anode, cathode, and MEA.
The fuel cell system model represents the balance of plant components’ behavior and how it affects
the fuel cell. A 0-D semi-emprical liquid-cooled stack model is developed in this thesis. The 0-D
fuel cell stack model will be divided into the cathode, anode, membrane hydration, and fuel cell
voltage subsystem. The fuel cell voltage subsystem’s parameterization for a 15 kW Hydrogenics
liquid-cooled stack is described and used. The airpath subsystem for the 15 kW Hydrogenics
liquid-cooled stack is also presented. An empirical model for an air-cooled stack model (for a
Ballard 1200 ACS) onto which an augmented semi-empirical thermal model that includes fan
power consumption for future study of the energy optimization is also described.
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2.2 0-D Semi-empirical Liquid-cooled Stack Fuel Cell Model
The fuel cell model developed for the liquid-cooled stack will be divided into the fuel cell stack and
compressor (airpath subsystem) models. The input for the fuel cell model is the fuel cell current,
and the output is the stack power, while for the compressor, the input is the same, but the output
will be the compressor power. The fuel cell stack model consists of four subsystems: the cathode,
anode, membrane hydration, and fuel cell voltage subsystem. The fuel cell voltage subsystem
explains how to model the fuel cell’s reactions through a voltage vs. current density function
called polarization curve. In the cathode subsystem, the mass transport equations describe how the
airflow affects the fuel cell’s voltage. The anode subsystem consists of mass transport equations to
know how the hydrogen supplied to the fuel cell changes its operation. The membrane hydration
subsystem describes how the relative humidity and the fuel cell’s temperature affect the hydration
of the membrane in the fuel cell which impacts proton conductivity, gas crossover rate, and fuel
cell performance. Each subsystem is explained in the following subsections.
2.2.1 Fuel Cell Voltage Subsystem
All the electrochemical reactions occurring in the fuel cell can be described by a voltage versus
current (or current density) relationship called polarization as shown in Fig. 2.2. The polarization
curve consist of the following terms:
Vfc = V0 − vact − vohm − vconc (2.1)
where Vfc is the voltage of a single cell in a fuel cell and V0 is the fuel cell’s theoretical potential
given as a function of fuel cell temperature (Tfc):
V0(Tfc) = 1.256− 2.26× 10−4Tfc (2.2)
The value of 1.256 V is used since the theoretical potential of fuel cells for different chemistries
varies from 0.8-1.5 V [109], and 1.25 V is a typical value for PEMFC operation on hydrogen [43].
The polarization losses consist of the terms vact, vohm, and vconc. The activation loss or activation
overvoltage (vact) captures the behavior from oxidation and reduction reactions in the anode and





. The ohmic losses (vohm) is a term that captures the
resistance of the membrane to the transfer of protons and electrons denoted as vohm = iRmb. The
concentration loss or concentration overvoltage (vconc) is the limiting current density due to mass







The polarization curve formulation used in our fuel cell model is given by:






















The universal gas constant is R=8.3145 J/molK, F=96,485 C/mol is the Faraday constant, and n=2
is the number of moles of hydrogen. The current density loss due to hydrogen crossover is given
by iloss, ioc is the exchange current density, Rmb is the membrane resistance of the fuel cell, Bc is
the mass transport loss coefficient, and imax is the limiting current density.
Figure 2.2: Impact of the fuel cell temperature, relative humidity and operating pressure on fuel
cell polarization curve. Figure obtained from [38].
Various conditions affect the polarization curve and the performance of the fuel cell. As shown
in Fig. 2.2, the fuel cell voltage decreases as the current drawn from the fuel cell increases and
depends in a nonlinear way on cell temperature, humidity, and the pressures (such as the partial
pressure of hydrogen (pH2), oxygen (pO2), and water vapor (pv)). In section 2.2.2 the membrane
hydration model and the relationship between Rmb and relative humidity are explained. To un-
derstand the relationship between relative humidity and temperature with the partial pressure of
oxygen and water vapor, the mass transport equations are explained in section 2.2.3 for the cath-
ode. In section 2.2.4 the mass transportation equation are explained for the anode to understand
how the temperature and relative humidity affects the partial pressure of hydrogen.
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2.2.2 Membrane Hydration Subsystem






where δmb is the membrane thickness and σmb is a function of membrane water content (λmb) and
fuel cell temperature given as:










where b1 is provided as a function of membrane water content:
b1 = b11λmb − b12 (2.6)




= Kmb (Nv,ca,mb −Nv,an,mb) (2.7)
where Kmb = EW/(ρmbδmb) is the membrane water uptake, EW is the equivalent weight of the
membrane, ρmb is the membrane dry density, and δmb is the membrane thickness. The water flux
out of the membrane and into the anode GDL (Nv,an,mb) is given by:
Nv,an,mb = 2





where Dw is the diffusion in the membrane and λan is the water content at the membrane interface
with the anode GDL. The λan is given as:
λan = (1− sctl,an)λT,a + sctl,anλmax (2.9)
where λmax = 22 is the water content of a liquid equilibrated membrane, λT,a is the membrane





where Nl,an is the rate of water accumulation in the GDL condensing into the liquid phase given
as:
Nl,an = Nv,an,mb −Nv,an (2.11)
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The maximum liquid water flux the catalyst layer can handle before becoming completely saturated













where NL0 and NL1 are tunable parameters. The same set of equations currently explained can
be used for the cathode to obtain the water flux out of the membrane and into the cathode GDL
(Nv,ca,mb) but with a slight change of sign to change the coordinated axis and with water generation
as shown by the denoted equations:
ifc
2F
−Nv,ca,mb = Nv,ca +Nl,ca (2.13)
Nv,ca,mb = 2





The relative humidity affects the diffusion in the membrane Dw which is also a function of the









where i could be cathode (ca) or anode (an). The diffusion in the membrane equations can be found
in [135]. The partial pressure of water vapor at the inlet of the cathode and anode is given by:
pv,i,in = φi,inpsat(Tfc) (2.17)
where φi,in is the relative humidity at the inlet of the cathode (i = ca) and anode (i = an). Therefore,
the relative humidity will influence the water content in the membrane through the activities in the
cathode and anode affecting the diffusion in the membrane. To obtain the partial pressure of water
in the cathode and anode the mass transport equations need to be solved. The membrane hydration
affects also the mass transport equations in the cathode and the anode through the following terms:
Wv,ca,mb = Nv,caMvAfcnfc (2.18)
Wv,an,mb = Nv,anMvAfcnfc (2.19)
whereWv,ca,mb is the mass flow rate between the GDL and the cathode and Wv,an,mb is the mass flow
rate between the GDL and the anode. The molar mass of water vapor is Mv = 18e−3 kg/mol, Afc
is the fuel cell active area, and nfc is the number of fuel cells in the stack. Most of the parameters
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values presented in this section can be found in [135] and [122]. In the following section the mass
transport equations for the cathode and the relationship with partial pressure of oxygen and water
vapor are explained.
2.2.3 Cathode Subsystem
In the cathode subsystem, the behavior of the airflow inside the fuel cell is captured through the
mass transport or mass continuity equations as shown by the following (some of these equations
can be found on [122]):
dmO2,ca
dt
= WO2,in −WO2,out −WO2,rct (2.20)
dmN2,ca
dt
= WN2,in −WN2,out (2.21)
dmv,ca
dt
= Wv,in −Wv,out +Wv,gen −Wv,ca,mb (2.22)
where WO2,in is the mass flow rate of oxygen entering the cathode, WO2,out is the mass flow rate of
oxygen leaving the cathode, and WO2,rct is the rate of oxygen reacted in the fuel cell. The mass
flow rate of nitrogen entering the cathode is given by WN2,in and WN2,out is the mass flow rate of
nitrogen leaving the cathode. The mass flow rate of water entering the cathode is given by Wv,in,
Wv,out is the mass flow rate of water leaving the cathode, and Wv,gen is the water generated at the
fuel cell. WO2,in, WN2,in, and Wv,in are given by the following equations:
WO2,in =
WinyO2,inMO2
yO2,inMO2 + yv,inMv + (1− yO2,in − yv,in)MN2
(2.23)
WN2,in =
Win(1− yO2,in − yv,in)MN2




yO2,inMO2 + yv,inMv + (1− yO2,in − yv,in)MN2
(2.25)
whereWin is the airflow entering the cathode, yO2,in is the oxygen mole fraction at the cathode inlet,
yv,in is the water vapor mole fraction at the cathode inlet, MO2 = 32e−3 kg/mol is the molar mass
of oxygen, MN2 = 28e−3 kg/mol is the molar mass of nitrogen, and Mv = 18e−3 kg/mol is the










where pin is the inlet pressure, pv,in is the water vapor pressure at the cathode inlet, and pO2,in is the
oxygen pressure at the cathode inlet. The pressures are calculated with the following equations:
pv,in = φinpsat(Tfc) (2.28)





where φin is the relative humidity at the cathode inlet, Kin is the manifold pressure constant at the
inlet, and Pca is the cathode pressure. The saturated pressure (psat (Tfc)) is given as a function of
fuel cell temperature (obtained from [11]) as:




+ 1.39− 0.05Tfc + 0.42e−4T 2fc − 0.14e−7T 3fc + 6.55 log (Tfc)
)
. (2.31)









WO2,out, WN2,out, and WH2O,out are given by the following equations:
WO2,out =
WoutyO2,caMO2
yO2,caMO2 + yv,caMv + (1− yO2,ca − yv,ca)MN2
(2.34)
WN2,out =
Wout(1− yO2,ca − yv,ca)MN2




yO2,caMO2 + yv,caMv + (1− yO2,ca − yv,ca)MN2
(2.36)
where Wout is the airflow leaving the cathode, yO2,ca is the oxygen mole fraction at the cathode











where pv,ca is the partial water vapor pressure and pO2,ca is the oxygen partial pressure. The airflow
leaving the cathode Wout is obtained from the following equation:
Wout = Kout(pca − pamb) (2.39)
where Kout is the manifold pressure constant at the cathode outlet. For the saturated case, we
solve the mass continuity equations assuming dmv,ca
dt
= 0 and pv,ca = psat(Tfc). By solving the mass
transport equations, the pca, pO2, pv,ca, and pin are obtained. The pO2 and pv,ca affect the voltage
of the fuel cell as shown in Eq. 2.3. The partial pressure of hydrogen also affects the voltage of
the fuel cell. The mass transport equations in the anode and the relationship with hydrogen partial
pressure is explained in the following section.
2.2.4 Anode Subsystem
In the anode subsystem, the behavior of the hydrogen inside the fuel cell is captured through the
mass transport or mass continuity equations as shown by the following equations (some of these
equations can be found on [122]):
dmH2,an
dt
= WH2,in −WH2,out −WH2,rct (2.40)
dmv,an
dt
= Wv,an,in −Wv,an,out −Wv,an,mb (2.41)
where WH2,in is the mass flow rate of hydrogen entering the anode, WH2,out is the mass flow rate of
hydrogen leaving the anode, and WH2,rct is the rate of hydrogen reacted in the fuel cell. The mass
flow rate of water entering the anode is given by Wv,in and Wv,out is the mass flow rate of water









where Wan,in is the hydrogen flow entering the anode, yH2,in is the hydrogen mole fraction at the
anode inlet, yv,an,in is the water vapor mole fraction at the anode inlet, MH2 = 2e−3 kg/mol is the
molar mass of hydrogen, and Mv = 18e−3 kg/mol is the molar mass of water vapor. yH2,in and
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where pan,in is the inlet pressure in the anode and pv,an,in is the water vapor pressure at the anode
inlet. The pressures are calculated with the following equations:
pv,an,in = φan,inpsat(Tfc) (2.46)














where WH2,out is the hydrogen leaving the anode, yH2,an is the hydrogen mole fraction at the anode










By solving the mass transport equations, the pH2 is obtained. The pH2 affects the voltage of the fuel
cell as shown in Eq. 2.3.
2.3 Empirical Fit for Liquid-cooled Stack Voltage Subsystem
The 15kW Hydrogenics HD 15 liquid-cooled fuel cell stack (shown in Fig. 2.3) behavior will be
modeled in this work. This liquid-cooled fuel cell is designed to operate at low pressure, quiet
operation, rapid response to load changes, and high fuel efficiency [4].
The polarization curve parameters are obtained by using experimental data at 60◦ C as shown
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Figure 2.3: 15kW Hydrogenics HD 15 liquid-cooled fuel cell stack. Figure from [4].
in Fig. 2.4. The fitting was done using the lsqcurvefit command in Matlab which solves nonlinear
curve-fitting (data-fitting) problems in least-squares sense. The oxygen, hydrogen, and water vapor
pressures values used to obtain the polarization curve parameters where pO2 = 0.21 · (pca − pv)
bar, pH2 = 120 kPa, and pv,ca = psat(Tfc)/1000 kPa where the cathode pressure varies between
pca = 103 to 120 kPa depending on the airflow rate and current. The relative humidity in the
cathode inlet is assumed to be 1. The parameters of the polarization model are provided in Table
2.1. The current density is given as Ifc/Afc where Afc = 523 cm2 is the stack active area.




ioc 0.17 µ A /cm2
Bc 0.1028 V
imax 1.4508 A/cm2
Rmb 0.1548 Ω cm2
2.4 Balance of Plant (BOP) Components and Fuel Cell Net Ef-
ficiency for Liquid-cooled Fuel Cell
2.4.1 Balance of Plant (BOP) Component for Liquid-cooled Fuel Cell
The BOP components for a liquid cool system can consist of compressor, radiator and fan. The
compressor is the airpath component and the radiator and fan are the cooling system components.
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Figure 2.4: 15kW Hydrogenics HD 15 stack polarization curve data compared to fuel cell voltage
subsystem model.
From the BOP, the compressor accounts up to 93.5% of the total auxiliary power consumption.
The power consumption of other auxiliary components is not significant [174]. Previous work
addressing control of the fuel cell system with the compressor [122],[79] has shown the impact
on transient performance and energy consumption. For the 15kW Hydrogenics stack HD 15, the
10 kW aeristech compressor is within the operating range of our fuel cell [1]. We assume 2 fuel
cell stacks will be operated by one 10 KW compressor for the cathode air supply. For the radiator
fan, a SPAL 12V axial fan is within the operating range of the 15kW Hydrogenics stack HD 15
and its operation is around 266 W. The radiator power with one fan is around 0.5 kW [153]. From
the balance of plant components is pretty obvious that the compressor is not negligible in terms
of power while the radiator and fan are negligible except at low load conditions. In this thesis,
the cooling system is assumed well controlled around a fuel cell operating temperature and will
not be considered. The compressor or airpath component is considered due to the power not being
negligible with respect to the fuel cell system.
From the aeristech data provided, we assumed a variable speed to obtain power consumption
from the compressor for the whole operating range of the fuel cell as shown in Fig. 2.5. Using
cftool in Matlab with the simplified power consumption as function of the fuel cell current, we
obtain the following fit for the compressor:
Pcomp = d1I
2
fc + d2Ifc + d3 (2.52)
where d1 = 1.22x10−4, d2 = 3.11x10−4, and d3 = 0.49 are affine parameters.
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2.4.2 Fuel Cell Net Efficiency for the Liquid-cooled Stack
The fuel cell system for the liquid-cooled stack model consists of the following: a fuel cell and the
balance of plant component responsible for providing the airflow to the fuel cell (also known as





where nst is the number of fuel cell stacks and Pfc is the power of the fuel cell and is calculated as:
Figure 2.5: 10 kW Aeristech data and compressor model fit.
Figure 2.6: Static efficiency curve for two 15kW Hydrogenics stacks.
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Pfc = IfcVfcnfcnst (2.54)
The 15 kW Hydrogenics stack is composed of 65 cells, therefore, nfc = 65. The polarization curve
formulation (Vfc) can be found in section 2.2.1 and the parameters for the Hydrogenics in section
2.3.
2.5 Air-cooled and Liquid-cooled Fuel Cell Behavior
Military vehicles’ power demand ranges from 300 W robots to 250 kW vehicles. The cooling
system’s problem with the different power military vehicles demands when they become fuel cell
vehicles arises. Air-cool and open cathode systems have become popular for cooling the fuel cell
in mobile applications. The popularity has been because the air used to cool the system can also
supply the oxygen required for fuel cell operation [74]. By providing the air to cool the fuel cell
while also operating the fuel cell, the cost for the balance of plant components reduces by merging
the thermal subsystem and the reactant subsystem into one [74]. Air-cooled fuel cells tend to
operate in the power ranges of 100W-5kW, and the stoichiometry ratios are around 100-150 for
fuel cell operation under relatively dry conditions (around 35% relative humidity). Unfortunately,
for automotive applications, the fuel cell operates around 80 kW, and liquid cooling systems are
used due to the higher heat transfer coefficients compared to the air-cooled systems for the same
output power [170]. Liquid-cooled fuel cells tend to operate at fully humidified conditions (around
90% relative humidity) by utilizing either internal or external humidification systems. The liquid-
cooled fuel cell behavior is captured at high relative humidity by the 0-D semi-empirical fuel cell
model developed in this study. Unfortunately, we are not able to capture the behavior of the air-
cooled fuel cell. Therefore, an empirical model is used to capture the air-cooled fuel cell stack
with such a simple physics based model, as discussed in the next section.
2.6 Empirical Model for Air-cooled Stack
The Ballard 1020 ACS air-cooled fuel cell stack (shown in Fig. 2.7) behavior will be modeled in
this work. The air-cooled fuel cell under study is designed to be used on light duty applications,
and it can be scaled to operate from 450 W to 3 KW [2]. The Ballard fuel cell has an open cathode
and a self-humidifying membrane. The inclusion of the self-humidifying membrane reduces the
cost of the fuel cell system.
The voltage of a single cell (Vfc) in millivolts is obtained from [7] for the Ballard 1200 ACS
air-cooled stack and is given as a function of air stoichiometry (λair) and a fuel cell voltage function
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Figure 2.7: Ballard 1200 ACS air-cooled fuel cell stack. Figure from [2].












where Cair = 0.0167 slpm/A/cell is the air consumption. The Vfc,T in millivolts is expressed by the
following equation if the fuel cell temperature is less than the optimal temperature (Topt) in Celsius:
Vfc,T = [−2.954× 10−3(Topt − Tfc)2 + 7.315× 10−3(Topt − Tfc)]0.61711Ifc + Vfc,initial (2.57)
and if the fuel cell temperature is higher than Topt is given as:
Vfc,T = [0.13575(Tfc − Topt)2 + 0.13032(Tfc − Topt)]− 0.03990Ifc + Vfc,initial (2.58)
The optimal temperature can thus be calculated by the following equation:
Topt = 52.204× (1− e−0.010Ifc) + 38.095 (2.59)
The nominal polarization curve (Vfc,initial) in millivolts can be expressed as:
Vfc,initial = −0.0019I3fc + 0.268I2fc − 14.34Ifc + 973.6 (2.60)
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Figure 2.8: The fuel cell polarization curve and power under different temperatures for Ballard
1020 ACS air-cooled fuel cell. The voltage and power drop as the temperature increases, similarly
shown in [162]. The current density is given as Ifc/Afc where Afc = 240 cm2 is the stack active
area.
The fuel cell voltage and power under different fuel cell temperatures are shown in Fig. 2.8.
The fuel cell voltage and power increase until 50◦C, and then it drops as the temperature increases.
Similar behavior is shown in [162]. There is a slight drop in voltage at low current densities at
70◦C influenced by the air stoichiometry being less than 5 to maintain cell self heating, but this
operation point is impractical and cannot be achieved in steady state operation. As shown in Fig.
2.8, the fuel cell model captures the temperature and airflow effect on fuel cell voltage.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, a 0-D fuel cell model is used that captures the behavior of the liquid-cooled fuel cell.
Voltage data for the liquid-cooled system under fixed temperature and pressures are used to obtain
the polarization curve parameters. An empirical model obtained from [7] is used to model the
air-cooled fuel cell stack. The fuel cell system for a Ballard 1200 ACS air-cooled stack and 15kW
Hydrogenics HD 15 liquid-cooled stack is explained and modeled. For the Ballard 1200 ACS air-
cooled stack, an empirical fan model is used to model this balance of plant components and how
it affects fuel cell behavior through the efficiency curve and fuel cell temperature. For the 15kW
Hydrogenics HD 15 liquid-cooled stack, only the compressor model is taken into account as this
represents the largest power consumption. The coolant pump and radiator fan can be considered
relatively constant and low loads when compered to the generated fuel cell power. In contrast, the
balance of plant components significantly affects the cooling for an air-cooled stack and should
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not be neglected when analyzing vehicles powered by air-cooled fuel cells. Determining at what
power and energy density the liquid cooling system is cost effective or reduces the total cost of
ownership will be important in the future. In the future, the same 0-D model should be used for
the air cooled fuel cell (Ballard 1200 ACS) stack and validated against transient temperature and
voltage data for both liquid cooled and air cooled stack. That way the same model would capture
the behavior of both fuel cells and simplify the modeling analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
Thermal Control Loop in an Air-cooled FC Powered
Robot
3.1 Introduction
For systems smaller than 1 KW similar to the robot considered in this chapter, open cathode sys-
tems are popular since the air used for cooling can also supply the oxygen required for fuel cell
operation ([74]). Merging the thermal management and the reactant supply with a single fan can
reduce the BOP cost. An air-cooled open cathode architecture is ideal for portable applications
owing to simple construction ([12]). This study considers a fuel cell with air-cooled open cathode
and dead-ended anode. The excess cathode air supplied for cooling helps to remove excess water
and consequently reduces the need for anode purging at the expense of lowering the membrane
conductivity, so a balance must be achieved for optimum efficiency. The anode purge is assumed
to occur according to the manufacturers’ specifications ([7]) causing a drop in fuel cell efficiency
(∼7%) across all power levels in this study.
The FC system’s efficiency and thermal behavior are coupled and FC systems are typically
combined with batteries to help filter the load required to operate the vehicle. For obtaining the
optimal power-split, one can apply Dynamic Programming (DP) to solve the minimum hydrogen
consumption problem ([110]). However, the fuel cell temperature as a state in addition to the
battery state of charge (SOC) increases complexity preventing applying DP over long duration cy-
cles due to the curse of dimensionality. Thus, in this study, an offline pseudospectral method is
considered for the augmented optimal power management problem. The work by [136] showed
the importance of fuel cell temperature for fuel cell efficiency, hydrogen consumption, and battery
sizing power-split strategies using a similar method. Note that the solutions of the offline optimiza-
tion problem are valuable for analyzing the system’s behavior and creating a benchmark goal for
real-time implementation.
The PI controller is widely used in industry because of its simplicity, robust performance for
both linear and nonlinear systems, and easy implementation ([141]). For instance, [88] used two
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PI controllers for controlling the airflow and temperature to avoid oxygen starvation and the drop
of system efficiency while extending fuel cell lifetime. [32] used PI control to maintain fuel cell
current in the presence of load disturbance. In the work by [13], two PI controllers were developed
to obtain the power-split by controlling the fuel cell’s efficiency and the SOC of a fuel cell/battery
passenger vehicle. This double PI controller reduced hydrogen consumption by 1.4% compared
to a simpler PI controller that only controls the battery SOC. [150] proposed using PI control
combined with heuristic control strategies such as fuzzy control to achieve the power-split and
temperature regulation.
The proposed architecture consists of two control loops. One loop regulates the fuel cell’s
airflow through a fuel cell temperature reference where the minimum airflow is determined from
the fuel cell current. The second controls the fuel cell current to track a battery SOC reference.
The PI controllers track the optimal temperature setpoint based on the average power and a linear
reference for the SOC.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section 3.2 provides details of the mod-
els used in this study. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present the offline optimization problem formulation
for minimizing hydrogen consumption and the proposed two-PI controller approach, respectively.
Section 3.5 discusses the results obtained from two approaches, followed by concluding remarks
in Section 3.6.
3.2 Fuel Cell Vehicle Model for Hybrid Electric Vehicle
The vehicle under study is a small Packbot robot, shown in Fig. 3.1. The Packbot robot weighs
11 kg without batteries or manipulator arm ([156]) and requires 230 W of peak power for traction.
The Packbot robot can operate only for 1 hour using the battery pack in a desert terrain containing
loose sand, organic foliage, gravel, and larger stone obstacles ([76]). Therefore we propose to add
a fuel cell to extend the operating time in the Packbot robot to achieve an 8 hour mission. The fuel
cell vehicle (FCV) model is separated into two components: the fuel cell system and battery pack.
This section will explain the modeling of the different components and how they interact with each
other.
For this vehicle, two known trajectories obtained from ([15]) operating the Packbot robot on a
test course in Warren, MI are used to validate the developed algorithms on different terrains. The
two trajectories shown in Fig. 3.5 correspond to the Packbot operating on a flat pea gravel terrain
(shown in Fig. 3.5a) and from the Packbot operating on a hill terrain (shown in Fig. 3.5b). Using
the model in ([46]) an estimate of the power consumption can be obtained from the terrain type,
grade, and desired speed. These cycles were chosen to observe the performance of the two PI
controllers. The traction power will be supplied by both the Ballard 1200 ACS air-cooled fuel cell
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and lithium-ion battery pack, and the power-split is controlled by the FC DC/DC converter. The
DC/DC converter, motor, and powertrain components are assumed to be ideal and modeled based
on a static efficiency curve.
Figure 3.1: Packbot robot powered by a Ballard 1200 ACS air-cooled fuel cell and lithium-ion
battery pack.
3.2.1 Battery Model Parameterized for the Packbot
The Packbot robot uses a BB2590 battery module, which consists Li-ion battery cells ([156]). A
one state open circuit voltage with resistance model (OCV-R) from [136] is used to model the
battery. The terminal voltage (Vb) of the battery is given as:
Vb = ns(Vocv(SOC)− IbRb) (3.1)
where ns = 8 is the number of battery modules in series for forming a stack, Rb = 0.18 Ω is
the battery internal resistance, Ib is the battery current per cell, and Vocv(SOC) is the open circuit







where a7 = 122.30, a6 = −483.10, a5 = 770.03, a4 = −634.56, a3 = 288.65, a2 = −71.74,









where Qb = 1.875 Ah is the battery capacity, np = 1 is the number of battery cells in parallel in a
module, and Pb is the battery power
Pb = Pload − Pfc + Pfan (3.4)
where Pload is the power demanded in Fig. 3.5, Pfc is the fuel cell power, and Pfan is the cooling fan
power as discussed below.
3.2.2 Air-cooled Fuel Cell System








where k1 = 1 and k2 = 10−3 are constants that capture the electrical power of the fan and the work










where f = 14.2 is the friction factor for a square cross section, L = 60 mm is the channel length,
Dh = 0.66 mm is the hydraulic diameter, and ρair is the air density. The approximation in (3.6) is










= Qgen −Qcool (3.8)
where mcp = 100 is the heat capacity, Qgen and Qcool are the heat generated and rejected. The heat
generated by the fuel cell:
Qgen = (Eth − Vfc)Ifc (3.9)
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where Eth = 1.2545 V is the theoretical potential of the fuel cell using the lower heating value of
hydrogen from [7]. The lower heating value is chosen since it has the latent heat capacity of water










where Wair is the airflow rate that will cool the stack (in standard liter per minute) and h = 26 is
the heat transfer coefficient. The relationship between U and h can be found in [7] and [136]. The
coefficient is approximated from the data in the operation manual for the Ballard 1020 ACS fuel





where Ifc is the fuel cell current and the power of the fuel cell is calculated as:
Pfc = IfcVfcnfc (3.12)
where Vfc is the fuel cell voltage and the number of fuel cell in a stack is nfc = 7. The Vfc in
millivolts is obtained from [7] and is given as a function of air stoichiometry (λair) and a fuel cell












where Cair = 0.0167 slpm/A/cell is the air consumption needed to support the reaction. The Vfc,T
in millivolts is expressed by the following equation if the fuel cell temperature is less than the
optimal temperature (Topt) in Celsius:
Vfc,T = [−2.954× 10−3(Topt − Tfc)2 + 7.315× 10−3(Topt − Tfc)]0.61711Ifc + Vfc,initial. (3.15)
If the fuel cell temperature is higher than Topt, then:
Vfc,T = [0.13575(Tfc − Topt)2 + 0.13032(Tfc − Topt)]− 0.03990Ifc + Vfc,initial. (3.16)
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The optimal temperature can thus be calculated by the following equation:
Topt = 52.204× (1− e−0.010Ifc) + 38.095. (3.17)
The nominal polarization curve (Vfc,initial) in millivolts can be expressed as:
Vfc,initial = −0.0019I3fc + 0.268I2fc − 14.34Ifc + 973.6. (3.18)
The fuel cell voltage and power under different fuel cell temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.2.
Similar behavior is shown in [162]. There is a drop in voltage at low current densities at 70◦C
influenced by the air stoichiometry being less than 5. The fuel cell can’t operate at steady state in
these conditions. As shown in Fig. 2.8, the fuel cell model captures the temperature and airflow
effect on fuel cell voltage and the fan parasitic effect on the fuel cell system efficiency.
Figure 3.2: The steady state fuel cell polarization, power, and system net power for different
temperatures for Ballard 1020 ACS air-cooled FC. Depending on the fuel cell temperature, the fan
may impose a higher parasitic load than the fuel cell power as shown by 30◦C, therefore, affecting
fuel cell efficiency. The current density is given as Ifc/Afc with cell active area Afc = 240 cm2.
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3.3 Optimal Power-split Problem
Most control strategies only consider the fuel cell current or fuel cell power as an input and the
battery SOC as a state for the optimal power-split that minimizes the hydrogen fuel consumption.
These strategies typically assume that the auxiliary load is fixed and maintains the temperature
around the manufacturer’s optimal or recommended temperature. Depending on the fuel cell op-
erating temperature, drying or flooding can occur, causing a voltage drop that affects the fuel cell
performance and degradation ([167]), and at the same time changes the parasitic losses through
the cooling fan power. Thus, this study considers the thermal management of the fuel cell system
to account for the fuel cell temperature impact on the system efficiency and optimal power-split as
shown in the schematic of Fig. 3.3.
The load power over the determined trip is required for the optimal control strategy. If a rough
trip information is available, the load profile can be approximated with segments from a map of the
grade and terrain type similar to the information from popular mobile routing applications ([25]).
For this work, we assume predetermined load profiles from travelling in flat with gravel and hill
terrains.
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the optimal coordination of the FC/battery power split and the ther-
mal/cooling system. The states and control inputs are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.
The objective of power management is to minimize the total hydrogen fuel consumption with-








where ṁf is the hydrogen consumption, MH2 = 2.016× 10−3 kg/mol is the hydrogen molar mass,
and F = 96, 485 C/mol is the Faraday’s constant. The system consists of two states, state of charge
(x1 = SOC) and fuel cell temperature (x2 = Tfc), and two inputs, fuel cell current (u1 = Ifc) and
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airflow (u2 = Wair).
Constraints on the input and states are determined based on the information provided by the
manufacturer ([7]). For the control inputs, the following constraints are considered:
4 ≤ Ifc ≤ 75 (3.20)
λair,minIfcCairnfc ≤ Wair ≤ Wfan,max (3.21)
The fuel cell maximum operating current for the Ballard 1200 ACS air-cooled fuel cell stack is at
75 amps. The minimum fuel cell current is determined as 4 A to avoid high parasitic losses that
degrade the total efficiency of the fuel cell system. The minimum airflow rates depend on the air
stoichiometry and fuel cell current as shown in Eq. (3.21), and the maximum air flow is limited
by the fan speed. The minimum airflow is determined by using λair,min = 50 to avoid oxygen
starvation. For the states, the following constraints are used:
SOCmin ≤ SOC ≤ 90 (%) (3.22)
20 ≤ Tfc ≤ 70 (◦C) (3.23)
The fuel cell temperature is constrained between 20−70 ◦C since 70 ◦C is the highest temperature
the fuel cell can operate without causing degradation. The upper SOC range is limited to maximize
regenerative capability of the battery, while the SOCmin=70% so the pack can meet the peak power
requirement while using a quarter of the battery size based on prior analysis ([136]).
Various optimization strategies or algorithms can be used to obtain the optimal power-split
problem. A pseudospectral method is used instead of DP since the considered optimal control
problem is more complex than a typical power-split problem without consideration of thermal
management (2 states and 2 control inputs vs. 1 state and 1 control). [136] demonstrated the
quality of the optimal solutions and reduced computation from hours to 100 s. [136] also demon-
strated the improvement of adding the thermal management (two states and two input formulation)
compared to Dynamic Programming (1 state vs. one input) and a rule-based strategy. The prob-
lem is formulated and implemented using the MATLAB-based optimal control software, Gauss
Pseudospectral Optimization Software (GPOPS-II) ([113]). The limitation of the pseudospectral
methodology is that it gives a local solution instead of a global solution. On top of that, the
methodology is sensitive to the initial conditions and guesses for the trajectory of the states and in-
puts. Despite reducing the computational time to ∼ 30 minutes, we still need a fast computational
method for future real-time implementation. Therefore, a reference-based control strategy is used
that takes around 7 seconds (300x real-time) to solve on a 9th Generation Intel Core i7-9750H (4.5
GHz) CPU using MATLAB.
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3.4 Reference-based Control Strategy
As discussed earlier, solving the optimal control problem in real-time is challenging ([36]), and
hence for real-time implementation, this study develops two PI controllers, as shown in Fig. 3.4:
one controls the fuel cell’s airflow while the other regulates the fuel cell current. Controlling the
fuel cell current is equivalent to managing the power-split, since the remaining power is drawn
from the battery. The PI controller for the airflow control consists of the following equations in
discrete time:
W ?air(k − 1) = Kpe(k − 1) +Kiq(k − 1) (3.24)
Wair(k − 1) = max(Wminair ,W ?air(k − 1)) (3.25)
e(k − 1) = Tfc,ref(k − 1)− Tfc(k − 1) (3.26)
q(k) = Ka (Wair(k − 1)−W ?air(k − 1)) ∆t+ e(k − 1)∆t+ q(k − 1) (3.27)
where Kp is the proportional gain, Ki is the integral gain, Ka is the saturation or anti-windup gain,
u = Wair is the input, W ?air is the airflow without applying the lower saturation limit value, and
∆t = 0.26 s is the time step. Note that q is the integral controller state. The anti-windup provides
fast temperature regulation once the system warms and flows above the minimum (also known as
the saturated value, the same as the minimum airflow in the optimal control strategy). The Tfc,ref
denotes a reference temperature setpoint.
Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the reference-based FC/battery power-split and the thermal/cooling
system. The yellow box denotes the PI controller with the anti-windup.
The fuel cell current needs to be determined to obtain the power-split of the robot, another PI
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controller is formulated as follows to control the fuel cell current:
I?fc(k − 1) = Kp,socesoc(k − 1) +Ki,socp(k − 1) (3.28)
Ifc(k − 1) = max(Iminfc , I?fc(k − 1)) (3.29)
esoc(k − 1) = SOCref(k − 1)− SOC(k − 1) (3.30)
p(k) = Ka,soc (Ifc(k − 1)− Ifc?(k − 1)) ∆t+ esoc(k − 1)∆t+ p(k − 1) (3.31)
where Kp,soc is the proportional gain, Ki,soc is the integral gain, Ka,soc is the saturation or anti-
windup gain, u = Ifc is the input, I?fc and is the fuel cell current without applying the lower
saturation limit value. Note that p is the integral controller state. The anti-windup is included
to provide fast fuel cell current regulation once the system starts operation. Currents above the
minimum (the saturated value, the same as the minimum current in the optimal control strategy)
are required. The SOCref denotes a reference SOC setpoint.
3.5 Results
Table 3.1: Hydrogen Consumption & Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
Flat pea gravel terrain profile shown in Fig. 3.5a
Methodology Hydrogen Temperature Current
Consumption (g) RMSE (◦C) RMSE (A)
Simple ref. 2.75 0.79 2.29
Simple ref. low gain 2.84 3.90 4.71
Optimal Controller 2.74 - -
Hill terrain profile shown in Fig. 3.5b
Simple ref. 3.03 1.53 6.18
Simple ref. low gain 2.99 4.01 4.91
Optimal Controller 2.91 - -
The two load profiles shown in Fig. 3.5 will be analyzed to compare the PI controller with
a simple linear reference SOC trajectory and constant temperature setpoint to the offline optimal
results for both the temperature and the SOC trajectories. The reference temperature setpoint was
chosen as 51◦C and is fixed and equal to the value that the optimal controller selected to operate
for the majority of the time. The reference SOC setpoint is a linear trajectory from the initial state
of charge (90%) to the final SOCmin = 70%. This small battery range is chosen to conveniently
emulate small battery size without resizing the actual battery.
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(a) Flat pea gravel terrain results.
(b) Hill terrain results.
Figure 3.5: Comparison of fuel cell power and efficiency between the results obtained with offline
optimal control strategy and the two PI controllers for the two terrain cases considered in this study
(flat pea gravel terrain 3.5a, and hill terrain 3.5b).
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(a) Flat pea gravel terrain results.
(b) Hill terrain results.
Figure 3.6: Comparison of fuel cell current, airflow, SOC, and fuel cell temperature results from
offline optimal control strategy and the two PI controllers for the flat pea gravel and hill terrain
case considered in this study.
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Table 3.2: PI controller Gains
Airflow Control Current Control
Simple reference
Kp Ki Ka Kp,soc Ki,soc Ka,soc
-30 -0.1 -5 1500 30 0.1
Simple reference low gain
Kp Ki Ka Kp,soc Ki,soc Ka,soc
-30 -0.1 -5 100 0.2 0.1
The first set of gains (Table 3.2) was chosen to track well Tfc,ref achieving a RMSE=1.53 as
shown in Table 3.1 while maintaining similar hydrogen consumption with the optimal controller
for the flat gravel terrain. One more set of PI gains is also chosen to demonstrate that less accurate
temp and SOC tracking causes higher hydrogen consumption as summarized in Table 3.1 for the
flat terrain. For the hilly terrain the low gain PI controller performs better in terms of hydrogen
consumption due to the lower RMSE in current as shown in Table 3.1. Therefore, the PI controller
gains tuning will be further studied. The benefit of the low gain PI controller is the smoother
airflow which might cause less degradation to the FC and the fan. Degradation will be considered
in future work.
3.6 Conclusion
In this study, two PI control strategies are designed to realize an offline optimal controller for a
fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle with an integrated thermal management and air supply BOP sys-
tem. One PI controller controls the airflow through fuel cell temperature reference, and the other
controls the fuel cell current to satisfy a prescribed SOC reference. A pseudospectral methodology
from Matlab called GPOPS is used to obtain the optimal power split for the hybrid electric vehicle.
Also, setpoints are introduced for the two PI controllers after achieving the power split and the op-
timal trajectories for the inputs and states from the optimal control strategy. The two PI controllers’
performance using the simple reference derived from the offline optimal results can achieve 96%
of the fuel savings of the optimum hydrogen consumption with full preview information. Despite
the achievement, the set of gains need to be further studied to avoid fluctuations in the fuel cell
current and avoid degradation [78]. In the future, adaptive reference control [47] should be used
and validated with real-time data from the hybrid electric vehicle to verify that appropriate gains
are used for a plethora of duty cycles. Fuel cell degradation should be also considered to analyze
the current fluctuations on fuel cell lifetime.
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CHAPTER 4
Sizing Effect on Power Split of Medium-size Fuel-cell
Military Vehicle
One of the barriers in terms of reducing the fuel cell vehicle cost is through the reduction of
the balance of plant components [60] that accounts around 50% at low volume and 25% at high
volume [62]. For automotive systems, in which an 80-kW fuel cell system is typically considered
[137], liquid cooling systems are recommended to cool the fuel cell [79], [176], [172], [174].
Besides the cooling system chosen, the energy management of the fuel cell vehicle needs to be
determined. Dynamic programming is used for the energy management of fuel cell hybrid electric
vehicles by minimizing the hydrogen consumption given a battery energy capacity and impedance
(resistance). Note here that for most fuel cell vehicles, the energy management corresponds to a
power split between the fuel cell and the battery, while the battery charge is sustained. In this work
we consider the battery depletion and let the optimal controller define if the operation is a charge
depleting, sustaining, or blending. While hydrogen consumption defines the operation cost [35],
the capital cost [40] is influenced by the battery sizing and is considered in the following sections.
Although an optimal power split problem can be solved by DP, its computational requirements
can be prohibitively high for long drive cycles (longer trips than their battery energy). To resolve
the issue of solving an optimal control problem for long and not well defined drive cycles, an
equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is developed. Another variant of ECMS is
adaptive ECMS [110] where the equivalence factor is updated at each time step to track a reference
SOC trajectory of a battery [24] in the form of PI controller [42] or through power configuration
parameters [163], showing the promise of this methodology for real-time implementation.
In this chapter, two approaches to power split including DP and ECMS are considered and
compared using a liquid cooling system capable of regulating a fixed 65◦C condition with low
parasitic losses for a plug-in hybrid fuel cell medium-sized military vehicle over three difference
drive cycles. For performance comparison, first, the size of battery and fuel cell are fixed. Then,
different battery sizes and chemistries are considered to study their impacts on fuel consumption
and, consequently, on the control strategies.
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 provides details of the mod-
els used in this study. In sections 4.2 and 4.3, the optimal control problem formulation for the
minimum hydrogen consumption using DP and ECMS are presented. Section 4.4 discusses the
results obtained from the two approaches, followed by the different battery sizing combinations
over the hilly terrain cycle and LFP and NMC as Li-ion battery chemistries in Section 4.5. Section
4.7 provides the concluding remarks.
4.1 Simulation Models
Table 4.1: Medium size military vehicle performance requirements.
Vehicle Performance Requirements Value
Maximum grade (%) 60
Maximum acceleration 0-50 mph in 26s
Average speed required (mph) 25
Maximum speed (mph) 70
The vehicle used in this study is a medium-size military vehicle, with the vehicle specifications
given in Table 4.2 and the vehicle performance requirements in Table 4.1. These specifications
and performance requirements were provided by the Ground Vehicle Systems Center (GVSC). In
vehicle simulation, three operating scenarios are considered: two driving cycles and one power
profile. For the driving cycles, the vehicle’s velocity and grade profiles are obtained from the hilly
terrain drive cycle [132] and a Highway driving [107], shown in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b, respectively.
For the power profile, a silent-watch operation followed by firing of an electrothermal-chemical
(ETC) gun in [39] is combined with the resulting power trajectories from the hilly terrain drive
cycle and the Munson cycles [92] (see Fig. 4.2).
Table 4.2: Medium size military vehicle specifications.
Vehicle Specifications Value
Weight (lbs) 24500
Frontal Area (ft2) 58.7
Wheel/Sprocket Radius (in) 20
Engine Displacement Volume (L) 7
Engine, motor power limits (kW ) 270
It is noted that the hilly terrain drive cycle is chosen since it represents an aggressive driver
on a hilly terrain [10]. On the other hand, the highway driving is chosen to investigate whether
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(a) Hilly terrain drive cycle corresponds to a trip En-
ergy of 38.43 kWh, Root Mean Square power (RMS)
of 158 kW and peak power of 230kW.
(b) Highway driving cycle requires a trip Energy of
16.44 kWh, Root Mean Square (RMS) power of 78
kW, and Peak power of 230kW.
Figure 4.1: Speed and grade profile from the highway driving and hilly terrain cycle that will be
used for the power split analysis of the medium-size vehicle.
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Figure 4.2: Power from silent watch profile that will be used for the power split analysis of the
medium-size vehicle. Silent watch profile requires energy of 29.51 kWh and has a power variability
of Root Mean Square (RMS) 135 kW with a peak power of 550kW.
the power split strategies studied in this work can be applied to both military and commercial
vehicles. The silent watch profile with the ETC gun firing is chosen to study the effect of the gun
shooting on the power split of the vehicle. The hilly terrain drive cycle and highway driving cycles
are repeated until the drive cycles reach 1 hour of vehicle operation to obtain more representative
working conditions on the vehicle.
4.1.1 Vehicle and Motor Model
The main focus of this study is on power split or energy management, and hence longitudinal dy-
namics are only considered. The vehicle dynamics are captured by the following force equations:
Fa = Ma, (4.1)








Fd = A + Bv + Cv2, (4.3)
where Fa is the acceleration force, Fg is the gradient force, and Fd is the resistance drag forces. The
inputs are: a, which is the vehicle’s acceleration, β the gradient percentage, and v is the vehicle
velocity. The total mass of the vehicle (M) is calculated as:
M = nstmfc + nsnpmb +mv (4.4)
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where mfc = 55 (kg) is the weight of a fuel cell stack, mb = 0.27 (kg) is the weight of a single
battery cell andmv is the weight of the vehicle in kg. The motor power Pm and wheel power Pwheels
are determined from the following equations:











min(φ1(ωw, τ)) if τ ≥ 0
max(φ2(ωw, τ)) otherwise
(4.8)









where ωm is the motor speed, τ is the wheel torque, τm is the motor torque, Pm is the electric power
of the motor, and Pwheels is the wheel power. The functions φ1 and φ2 determine the maximum and
minimum torques allowed by the motor.
Table 4.3: Vehicle and motor model parameters for medium size military vehicle.
Name Parameter Value
Vehicle Weight (kg) Mv 11113.013
Static Road Load (N) A 353.76
Dynamic Road Load (N/(m/s)) B 1.77
Aerodynamic Load (N/(m/s)2) C 2.67
Final Drive Gear Ratio GRfd 12
Tire Radius (m) rtire 0.51
Final Drive Efficiency ηfd 0.96
motor parameters o 1265
motor parameters b 6.25
motor parameters c 7.61×10−3
motor parameters d -8.22×10−2
motor parameters e 1
motor parameters f -3.60×10−6
motor parameters q 3.51×10−9
motor parameters h 3.714×10−2
motor parameters k -2.96×10−5
motor parameters l 1.34×10−7
The electric power of the motor (Pm) is an empirical function of motor speed and torque ob-
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tained from the following equation:
Pm = Pmech + Ploss (4.10)
where Pmech is the mechanical power and Ploss is the power loss by the motor. The mechanical












where ηm is the efficiency of the motor in percentage and is shown in Fig. 4.3, the vehicle and
motor model parameters are shown in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Motor UQM HD220 Efficiency Map used to obtain our load profile.
4.1.2 Battery Models for NMC and LFP Chemistry
As previously describe in Chapter 3, a simple equivalent circuit model is used to capture the
battery’s behavior. Two battery chemistries will be modeled in this study. One of the battery
chemistries that is being modeled is the NMC with a rated power of approximately 450 W per cell.
The second battery chemistry is the LFP with a rated power of approximately 840 W per cell. The
following battery model is used for both chemistries except for the OCV-SOC function and battery
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internal resistance values. The terminal voltage of the battery is given as:
Vt = Voc − IbRb (4.13)
where Rb is the battery internal resistance, Ib is the battery current per cell, and Voc is the open
circuit voltage (OCV). Typically, Voc and Rb are dependent on the state of charge (SOC) of the
battery, as shown in Fig. 4.4 for the NMC chemistry. A lookup table was used for representing the
OCV of the NMC chemistry. For the LFP the OCV is given as:


















where V0, g, d, f , h, k, av,i, bv,i, and cv,i are tuned parameters found in Appendix A.4. The SOC





where Qb = np5 Ah is the battery’s pack capacity and np = 10 is the number of battery cells in
parallel in a module.
Figure 4.4: The open-circuit voltage and internal resistance of the battery as a function of battery
SOC.








where Pb is the battery power, Rp = nsnpRb is the resistance of the battery pack, and ns = 150 is the
number of battery modules in series for forming a stack. The battery current formulation assumes
that the battery power is the input to the battery system. The Pb is calculated as:
Pb = Pm − Pfc + Pcomp (4.17)
where Pm is the power demanded from the vehicle, Pfc is the power of the liquid-cooled 15 kW
Hydrogenics HD15 stack, and Pcomp is the power of the compressor (balance of plant component
used to provide the air to the fuel cell). In our vehicle formulation, the mechanical power is equal
to the load power (Pm = Pload).
4.1.3 Fuel Cell Parameters for Liquid Cooled Operation
Figure 4.5: Voltage or polarization curve at 65◦C used for our fuel cell system analysis.
In this study, a liquid-cooled Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel-cell system is considered based
on the model of a 15 kW Hydrogenics HD15 stack. A parasitic load for air supply (compressor) is
considered, and hence the compressor power is modeled as:
Pcomp = d1I
2
fc + d2Ifc + d3 (4.18)
where d1 = 1.22× 10−4, d2 = 3.11× 10−4, and d3 = 0.49 are affine parameters and Ifc is the fuel
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where V0(Tfc) = 1.256− 2.26× 10−4Tfc is the fuel cell’s theoretical potential given as a function
of fuel cell temperature, nst is the number of fuel cell stacks, and Pfc is the power of the fuel cell
calculated as:
Pfc = IfcVfcnfcnst (4.20)
where nfc is the number of fuel cell in a stack and Vfc is the fuel cell voltage given by:






















where the universal gas constant is R=8.3145 J/molK, F=96,485 C/mol is the Faraday constant,
and n=2 is the number of moles of hydrogen. The current density loss due to hydrogen crossover is
given by iloss = 8.72 mA/cm2, ioc = 0.17 µ A /cm2 is the exchange current density, Rmb = 0.1548
Ω cm2 is the membrane resistance of the fuel cell, Bc = 0.1028 V is the mass transport loss
coefficient, and imax = 1.4508 A/cm2 is the limiting current density.
The fuel cell polarization curve is a function of temperature, pressure, and relative humidity.
For this study, a constant fuel cell temperature of 65◦C is assumed for the fuel cell temperature and
under fully humidified conditions (relative humidity is 90%). The polarization curve or voltage
(Vfc) under these conditions is shown in Fig. 4.5 and used for this study. The 15 kW Hydrogenics
stack is composed of 65 cells (nfc=65) and 12 stacks (nst=12). The number of fuel cell stacks was
chosen to supply the drive cycle’s average power and the battery pack to supply the drive cycle’s
peak power. The total power of the fuel cell stack is, therefore, 180 kW. The compressor power is
around 10 kW, and it’s scaled to operate for two fuel cell stacks meaning one compressor provides
the airflow to two fuel cell stacks. From the power load of our chosen fuel cell stack, it is evident
that the cooling system should be liquid-cooled. Therefore, the assumption of a constant fuel cell
temperature of 65◦C is valid since the cooling system for the liquid-cooled fuel cell system usually
operates at low load conditions than the whole fuel cell system. Therefore, the cooling system can
be neglected [79], [176], [172], [174].
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4.2 Dynamic Programming (DP) Formulation
Dynamic Programming (DP) is an algorithmic technique that finds the optimal control sequence
that minimizes a given cost function in consideration of constraints. In this case, hydrogen con-
sumption is the given cost function. A desired final battery state of charge, fuel cell current, and
state of charge ranges are used as constraints. Since the optimal decision at every instant depends
on the future demands and constraints, DP starts from the last step and propagates backward, as-
suming complete knowledge of the entire load trajectory. One input (the fuel cell current) and one
state (battery SOC) are considered for the system, and the cost function to be minimized is the







where J is the cost function, ṁf is the hydrogen consumption, MH2 = 2.016× 10−3 kg/mol is the
hydrogen molar mass. A schematic of the power flow in the system is shown in Fig. 4.6. The input
and state are constrained to avoid fuel cell and battery degradation as follow:
Ifc,min ≤Ifc ≤ Ifc,max (4.23)
SOCmin ≤SOC ≤ SOCmax (4.24)
where Ifc,min=4 is the minimum fuel cell current, Ifc,max = 425 is the maximum fuel cell current,
SOCmin = 24% is the minimum battery SOC, and SOCmax = 95% is the maximum battery SOC.
The maximum fuel cell current is determined from the maximum operating current provided by the
manufacturer [4]. The minimum fuel cell current is determined to avoid high parasitic losses that
degrade the total efficiency of the fuel cell system. The maximum battery SOC is chosen to provide
charging above the usual limit of 80% for a plug-in vehicle without exceeding the 100% state of
charge limit. The minimum battery SOC is determined close to the usual minimum limit of a plug-
in vehicle (which is 20%). The initial SOC is chosen as 85%. The solution to the DP problem is
numerically obtained using the dpm function implemented in the MATLAB environment [142].
The dynamic equations with state and control variables need to be discretized in a time domain
to solve the optimal control problems using DP. The level of discretization affects the accuracy
of a solution and the computation time; for instance, coarse discretization could result in fast
computation but large numerical errors. Therefore, step sizes for the discretization should be
carefully chosen. The level of discretization for time, fuel cell current, and battery state of charge
for this study is provided in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.6: Dynamic Programming formulation for medium size military vehicle. The dynamic
programming (DP) formulation uses fuel cell current as an input (Ifc) and state of charge (SOC) as
a state. DP minimizes the cost function (ṁf).
Table 4.4: Discretization of optimization variables in Dynamic Programming
Cycle State Symbol Value Unit
Hilly terrain cycle & Silent watch
Time ∆ t 1 s
Fuel cell current ∆Ifc 2.81 A
SOC ∆ SOC 1.5× 10−4 -
Highway driving
Time ∆ t 0.1 s
Fuel cell current ∆Ifc 2.81 A
SOC ∆ SOC 1.5× 10−4 -
4.3 Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy
Even though DP gives the optimal solution, its computational time exponentially increases as the
number of states increases. The equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is a heuris-
tic method that reduces the global minimization problem into an instantaneous minimization prob-
lem. It is solved at each instant, only using a weighted value of the electric energy and the actual
energy flow in the powertrain, making it ideal for real-life implementation. An ECMS formulation
and an explanation of how it can be derived from another optimal control strategy (PMP) can be
found [110]. The instantaneous formulation from [110] is implemented, and the cost function that
needs to be minimized is:




where ṁf,eqv(t) is the instantaneous equivalent consumption, ṁf(t) is the hydrogen consumption
given in Eq. (4.22), Qlhv = 120 kJ/g is the lower heating value of hydrogen, Pb is the battery
power given by Eq. (4.17), and s is the equivalence factor. By varying s, load power (Pload), fuel
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Figure 4.7: Lookup table of fuel cell current as a function of equivalence factor and load power
obtained from the equivalence factor minimization strategy.
cell current (Ifc) and solving Eq. (4.25), the following lookup table for the fuel cell current is
obtained as shown in Fig. 4.7. With a chosen constant s and load power known, the fuel cell
current for the power split strategy can be obtained.
4.4 DP and ECMS Performance Comparison
Table 4.5: Chosen equivalence factors for the three drive cycles
Cycle Equivalence factor value
Hilly terrain cycle 1.66
Highway driving 1.32
Silent watch profile 1.56
To compare the two developed control strategies the following parameters will be calculated
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and compared:











Fuel cell energy =
∫
(Pfc − Pcomp)dt (4.29)









For the battery, we assume the efficiency is equal to 1 for both charging and discharging cases.
The chosen values of s for the three operating scenarios are shown in Table 4.5. It is noted that
the chosen equivalence factors are determined such that the battery SOC at the end of each cycle
matches the final SOC obtained from the DP for a fair comparison in terms of fuel consumption
for both control strategies. The NMC chemistry is considered in this analysis with the behavior
shown in Fig. 4.4.
Table 4.6: DP and ECMS performance comparison for all drive cycles
Cycle Churchville B Highway driving Silent watch
Parameters DP ECMS DP ECMS DP ECMS
Trip Energy (kWh) 38.43 38.43 16.44 16.44 29.51 29.51
Battery Energy (kWh) 14.42 14.29 16.36 16.36 14.78 14.68
Fuel Cell Energy (kWh) 24.01 24.13 0.08 0.08 14.32 14.38
Battery to Trip 0.38 0.37 1 1 0.50 0.51
Energy ratio
Hydrogen
1.21 1.22 0.12 0.12 0.74 0.75
Consumption (kg)
Stack Net Efficiency (%) 63.11 63.27 2.17 2.17 61.44 61.66
Mean Current (A) 37.60 37.69 4 4 24.07 24.14
Mean Absolute
133.95 136.92 54.48 54.48 103.53 101.15
Battery Power (kW)
Mean Fuel Cell
21.83 21.94 0.08 0.08 13.61 13.70
Net Power (kW)
From the obtained results, Hilly terrain drive cycle is the most demanding cycle (with 38.43
kWh of trip energy), followed by the silent watch profile (with 29.51 kWh of trip energy) and then
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the highway driving (with 16.44 kWh of trip energy). With the current fuel cell and battery sizing,
the highway driving is barely using the fuel cell, showing that commercial vehicles are less load
demanding than military vehicles. The ECMS performs close to the DP (the results have barely
any difference). The reason behind this similarity in performance is explained in [66]. Due to our
problem formulation being convex in fuel cell hydrogen consumption and concave with state of
charge time derivative, the ECMS will perform similarly to DP independently of battery size as
long as the equivalence factor chosen matched the final SOC from the DP results.
4.5 Battery Sizing Analysis Results with NMC
Figure 4.8: Battery size comparison for Hilly terrain drive cycle.
Since the battery size is influenced by the driving cycle [155], for the battery sizing analysis,
the most demanding drive cycle should be chosen (worst case scenario). Hilly terrain drive cycle
seems to require the most energy (Trip Energy is 38.43 kWh compared to 29.51 kWh from Silent
watch profile and 16.44 kWh from Highway driving) and most power (RMS=158 kW compared
to the Silent watch profile of RMS=135 kW). The Silent watch profile in the ETC gun portion has
a peak power of around 500 kW compared to the Hilly terrain drive cycle that only has 230 kW of
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peak power. Still, Hilly terrain cycle maintains the 230 kW for longer periods compared to Silent
watch profile. Therefore, Hilly terrain drive cycle is chosen for the battery sizing analysis.
DP will be used to obtain the optimum power split given the various battery sizes (as shown by
Table 4.7) investigated in this study. For a fair comparison all battery sizes considered will operate
within a depleting mode of 85-24% SOC. The battery size is investigated based on changing the
parallel connection (np) while maintaining the same series connection (ns) that maintains the stack
voltage. A constant internal resistance (Rb) of 2 ohm is used for this comparison to represent the
NMC chemistry. The value of 2 ohms is obtained from approximating the internal resistance of
the NMC shown in Fig. 4.4.
The results from the battery sizing are shown in Fig. 4.8 and a pattern is observed when the
battery energy in the pack is reduced. When the battery energy in the pack is reduced, the battery
capacity of the pack is also decreasing while the battery losses increase. The pattern makes sense
since the number of battery cells in parallel in a module (np) is being reduced (evidenced by Eq.
(4.15) and Eq. (4.31)). Therefore, as the np decreases, the fuel cell energy usage and hydrogen
consumption will increase. However, the fuel cell efficiency is the best for a battery size of 28
KWh. The decrease in fuel cell efficiency for bigger or smaller batteries is due to the compressor
taking more power from the fuel cell. To determine what will be the most appropriate battery size
for the medium size military vehicle a comparison between the weight (MT,v,kg), volume (VT,L),
and total cost of the vehicle (CT,$) is performed. The weight of the vehicle (kg) is calculated by
the following equation:
MT,v = mv + nsnpmb + nstmfc +
nst
2
mcomp + nHTmHT (4.32)
where mcomp = 9.1 kg is the compressor weight [1], nHT = 3 is the number of hydrogen tanks,
and mHT = 97 kg is the weight of a hydrogen tank [62]. Each tank can provide around 5 kg of
hydrogen. The Hilly terrain drive cycle consumes around 2 kg for 40 miles. Therefore, the number
of hydrogen tanks (nHT) will be equal to 3 to be sufficient for 300 miles operation of the medium
size vehicle. The total cost of the vehicle (CT ,$) is given as [19],[101]:
CT = CC +OC (4.33)
where CC is the capital cost:
CC = CBEB + CfcPnet + CHTSEH2nHTMHT (4.34)
where CB = 169 ($/kWh) is the cost of an NMC battery pack [104], Cfc = 46 ($/kW(net)) is the
fuel cell system cost (including fuel cell and BOP) [60], and Pnet = 120 kW(net) is the net power
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of the fuel cell system (fuel cell and BOP). The tank cost is CHT = 10.80 ($/kWh), SEH2 = 33.3
kWh/kg is the specific energy of hydrogen, and MHT = 5 kg is the usable hydrogen tank capacity
[62]. The battery energy for each battery pack size is given in Table 4.7, and calculated as:
EB = nsnpQcellVave (4.35)
where Qcell = 5 Ah is the capacity of one NMC cell and Vave = 3.7 V is the average voltage.
Figure 4.9: Hydrogen consumption comparison for Hilly terrain drive cycle.
The operating cost (OC) is:




where CF = 10 $/kg is the fuel price, Dm = 40 are the total miles traveled by the medium size
vehicle operating Hilly terrain drive cycle for 1 hour, D = 100, 000 is the total mileage over the
ownership of the vehicle, and HCe is the equivalent hydrogen consumption (kg) for Hilly terrain









and shown in Fig. 4.9. The equivalent hydrogen consumption takes into account the energy used
from the battery and converts it to hydrogen and adds it to the actual hydrogen consumption of the
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+ nstV olfc + nHTVHT (4.38)
where EDBC = 0.274 kWh/L is the energy density of the battery pack [104], V olfc = 52 L is the
Table 4.7: Battery Size Comparison for Hilly terrain drive cycle with NMC
Battery Energy (kWh) np ηfc (%) MT,v (kg) VT (L) CC ($) OC ($) CT ($)
13.88 5 62.10 12,321 1,116 13,260 54,500 67,760
16.65 6 62.49 12,362 1,126 13,728 53,000 66,728
19.43 7 62.75 12,402 1,136 14,198 52,000 66,198
22.2 8 62.82 12,443 1,146 14,666 51,500 66,166
24.98 9 62.90 12,483 1,156 15,136 50,750 65,886
27.75 10 62.98 12,524 1,166 15,604 50,250 65,854
30.53 11 62.88 12,564 1,176 16,074 50,000 66,074
33.3 12 62.81 12,605 1,187 16,542 49,688 66,230
36.08 13 62.37 12,645 1,197 17,012 49,693 66,705
38.85 14 61.79 12,686 1,207 17,480 49,833 67,313
41.63 15 60.90 12,726 1,217 17,950 50,250 68,200
44.4 16 60.08 12,767 1,227 18,418 50,750 69,168
47.18 17 58.18 12,807 1,237 18,888 52,000 70,888
49.95 18 56.21 12,848 1,247 19,356 53,500 72,856
52.73 19 53.21 12,888 1,257 19,826 56,250 76,076
55.5 20 48.36 12,929 1,268 20,294 61,750 82,044
volume of the fuel cell stack [4], and VHT = 147 L is the volume of one hydrogen tank [62]. From
the results in Table 4.7, the sensitivity of the weight to the battery size is almost insignificant (∼
5 %) while the volume and the total cost is more sensitive (∼ 14-21%). It makes sense that the
battery size is not sensitive to the total weight of the vehicle. The medium size vehicle weights
11,100 kg. Therefore, the battery pack will not add significant weight to the overall vehicle. For
smaller vehicles (around 1600 kg), the battery pack will have more influence on the weight of the
vehicle. Due to the behavior shown in Fig. 4.9, the lowest total cost battery size is the 28 kWh
with a total cost $65,854. Future work will include fuel cell sizing in addition to battery size.
4.6 Battery Sizing Comparison between NMC and LFP
In this section, the chosen battery size 28 KWh (ns = 150 and np = 10) results are compared
with the results obtained by using an internal resistance (Rb) of 1 ohms with the LFP chemistry.
The approximation for the resistance is obtained from [37]. DP is used for the comparison of both
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chemistries at the chosen battery size with the final SOC around 24%. The results from the battery
sizing comparison for LFP (Rb = 1 ohm) and NMC (Rb = 2 ohm) are shown in Table 4.8 for
a power cell (capacity of both cell chemistries is 5 Ah). Since the capacity for both cells are the
same, the np = 10 is equal for both. Due to the LFP having a lower voltage range compared to
NMC (3.6-2 volts compared to 4.1-3 from NMC) the ns = 176 was chosen assuming an average
voltage of 3.15 volts.
Table 4.8: Battery Size Comparison for Hilly terrain drive cycle
Parameters NMC 27.75 KWh LFP 27.75 KWh
ns = 150 ns = 176 ohm
Rp = 30 ohm Rp = 18 ohm
Trip Energy (kWh) 38.30 38.26
Battery Capacity for pack (Ah) 50 50
Battery Energy (kWh) 14.64 16.31
Battery Energy Loss (kWh) 2.49 1.39
Fuel Cell Energy (kWh) 23.66 21.95
Battery to Trip Energy ratio 0.38 0.43
Hydrogen Consumption (kg) 1.20 1.11
Stack Net Efficiency (%) 62.98 62.98
Mean Current (A) 37.12 34.45
As for the comparison between LFP and NMC for all the chosen battery sizes, it is observed
that NMC has approximately twice the battery loss than LFP, which is due to the fact that the
internal resistance of NMC is twice larger than that of LFP (2 ohm compared to 1 ohm from LFP).
Because of the higher internal resistance, the battery usage will be limited compared to LFP, as
shown by the battery energy, and battery to trip energy ratio. Therefore, the fuel cell is used more
for NMC than LFP, as shown by the fuel cell energy, current, and hydrogen consumption for all
battery sizes confirming that LFP is better for the fuel cell vehicle than NMC.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we investigated and developed a medium-size military vehicle’s power split based on
two approaches including dynamic programming (DP) and equivalent consumption minimization
strategy (ECMS). A liquid cooling strategy capable of regulating a fixed 65◦C condition with low
parasitic losses is assumed for all the strategies. The Hilly terrain drive cycle is chosen to represent
the vehicle’s behavior in a military mission, and highway driving cycle to describe commercial
vehicles’ behavior. The third cycle (silent watch profile) is chosen where an ETC gun fires while
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a portion represents silent mobility representing a more realistic mission environment. From the
obtained results, the fuel cell is barely used over the highway driving cycle (only 0.08 kW of
mean fuel cell net power and 54.48 kW of mean absolute battery power), showing that commercial
vehicles are less demanding than military vehicles.
For the Hilly terrain drive cycle, Highway cycle, and the Silent watch profile, ECMS perfor-
mance is relatively close to DP by choosing a value of an equivalence factor that matches the final
SOC from DP. The similarity in performance is due to our problem formulation being convex in
fuel cell hydrogen consumption and concave with the state of charge time derivative. Indepen-
dent of battery size, ECMS will always perform similarly to DP if the equivalence factor chosen
matches the final SOC obtained from DP. For the ECMS, an estimate of the SOC trajectory using
the obtained results can be used with the work in [24] and be validated for real-time implementa-
tion.
For the battery sizing, the results demonstrate that sizing is vital for maximizing fuel cell effi-
ciency. It shows that in terms of fuel cell efficiency, there is an optimal battery size. For this study,
the optimal battery size seems to be 28 KWh since it is the cheapest and operates at the highest
fuel cell system efficiency.
As for the battery chemistry, LFP seems to be preferable to NMC since LFP has lower battery
losses and uses less the fuel cell than NMC. In [20], it is suggested that the temperature should be
taken into account when evaluating the specific energy and power of different battery chemistries
for military vehicles. Future work should include the thermal analysis of the battery in the mod-
eling for the battery sizing analysis between NMC and LFP for the medium size military vehicle.




Co-optimization of Speed Trajectory and Power
Management for a Fuel-cell/Battery Electric Vehicle
5.1 Introduction
With the advent of connected and autonomous vehicles, optimal energy management has become
an important part of vehicle control strategies. Control strategies for Autonomous Vehicles (AV)
can directly manipulate the speed of the vehicle to minimize energy consumption by utilizing in-
formation from vehicle-to-vehicle, and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication about future road
conditions. The so-called eco-driving problems of determining the speed trajectory that minimizes
a vehicle’s energy consumption for various powertrain architectures such as conventional vehicles
and electrified vehicles have been extensively explored in the literature.
On the other hand, vehicle hybridization introduces new challenges to the energy management
problem. The increase in the number of state and control variables with hybridization can con-
tribute to improved fuel efficiency, but it increases the complexity of the optimal control problems,
e.g., battery state-of-charge (SOC) and power-split ratio among two (or more) energy sources.
Therefore, the approaches or algorithms studied for vehicles with a single energy source (e.g, a
conventional vehicle with an internal combustion engine or a battery-powered electric vehicle)
may not lead to the global solution for eco-driving of hybridized vehicles and hence much effort
has been spent to address the co-optimization problem for hybrid electric vehicles. Typically, these
problems have been solved in two ways, either with sequential optimization that minimizes the en-
ergy demand at the wheel, or with co-optimization that takes into account the energy generation
within the propulsion systems.
A bi-level optimization or a sequential optimization has been applied based on the idea of
decoupling the optimization of the speed profile (first level) and the power management (second
level) to reduce computation cost in terms of time and memory usage. In the first level, the speed
profile is optimized by minimizing (1) the energy consumption by a single power source such as
the engine and the motor [111, 105, 123, 85, 124], or (2) the deviation of acceleration [25]. In the
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second level, minimum energy consumption is achieved by (1) optimal gear shifting, (2) optimal
power-split between the engine and the motor, or (3) both gear-shifting and power-split depending
on vehicle architecture. For example, in [25], the authors presented the potential for fuel efficiency
improvement by the sequential smoothing of a velocity profile given traffic constraints and the
optimization of its charge depletion strategy in a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle application.
Approaches to co-optimization have also been discussed in several papers. In [52], a co-
optimization was carried out by allowing for small deviations in velocity and controlling the power
split for a hybrid electric vehicle. This work was further improved in [53], where first the long-
horizon SOC trajectory was optimized and then within a short horizon, the co-optimization was
implemented. The authors in [95, 96, 97] developed algorithms that combine Dynamic Program-
ming with the Energy Management System design for a hybrid electric vehicle to calculate eco-
driving cycles. Notably, the performance of co-optimization was presented in comparison with
sequential optimization approaches for a parallel hybrid electric vehicle in [85] where four meth-
ods were used to solve the optimal control problem and compared in terms of fuel consumption
saving, state trajectories, computation time and memory to find the trade off between optimality
and complexity. From the four methods, the two step sequential optimization of the control vari-
ables achieves near optimal fuel savings while maintaining a reasonable computation time. The
performance of co-optimization was also presented in comparison with sequential optimization
approaches for a series hybrid electric vehicle in [23]. The co-optimization consisted on finding
the optimal speed profile and the power split simultaneously, which performed better in terms of
fuel economy compared to the sequential optimization approach.
Here we study electric vehicles with a hybrid energy storage system consisting of a hydrogen
fuel-cell and a battery. Fuel-cell hybrid energy storage systems in applications to ground vehicles
have been intensively studied in literature for their potential to improve energy efficiency and
emissions [73, 157]. In [73] a multi-input multi-output controller was developed that minimizes
the primary energy consumption and startup time while balancing energy generation among a fuel
cell, thermoelectric device, and battery. In [157] a finite state machine strategy was proposed for
energy management for a hybrid vehicle that consisted of fuel cell/battery/supercapacitor system.
Energy management techniques for fuel-cell hybrid electric vehicles and trams have also been
investigated and are well discussed in [140] and [115], respectively. There are additional benefits
for military applications because of their potential for increased mobility, ability to export electrical
power, silent watch, and low-temperature operation (i.e., no heat signature or noise). Especially,
the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell has high efficiency (around 50% of peak efficiency) and
low operating temperature (around 70◦C).
In this chapter, the problem formulation for co-optimization and sequential optimization of
a speed profile and power management for a fuel-cell/battery powered electric vehicle is dis-
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cussed. Section 5.2 details models to capture the longitudinal dynamics and powertrain behavior
of a fuel-cell/battery powered electric vehicle. Section 5.3 addresses the problem formulation for
co-optimization of a speed profile and power management and its PMP analysis. Approaches to
co-optimization and sequential optimization are discussed as well. Then, the performance of the
two approaches in terms of energy consumption and driving time is investigated through a case
study in Section 5.4. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.5.
5.2 Vehicle and Powertrain Model
The vehicle of interest in this study is a lightweight military ground robot electrically hybridized by
a battery pack and a fuel cell. This hybridized architecture allows it to smooth out transient loads
and to provide auxiliary power during startup and shutdown of the fuel cells. Especially, Proton
Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells are of great interest to the army because of their advantages such
as silent mobility and low heat signature (≈ 70◦C). The topology of the fuel-cell/battery powertrain
considered in this study is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The fuel-cell is coupled to the battery by a DC/DC
converter that regulates the power flow from the fuel-cell to account for the change in cell terminal
voltage. The main focus of this work is on optimization of vehicle speed and power management.
In general, a DC/DC converter has its maximum efficiency around 95% and has a similar shape to
the efficiency curve of the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel-cell system which typically has poor
efficiency at low power, reaches a peak between 20 and 50% of the rated power, and then tapers
off slightly at high power levels. Therefore, detailed models for power electronics and efficiency












Figure 5.1: A simple schematic of a fuel-cell/battery powered electric vehicle.
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5.2.1 Point-mass Longitudinal Dynamics
The longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle to determine propulsion and braking power are described
by:
ṡ = v, (5.1)
Mv̇ = fm + fb − fr, (5.2)
where M is the vehicle mass, s and v denote the distance and velocity of the vehicle, fm is the
mechanical force provided by the electric motor, fb is the force by the friction brake. The resistive
force fr is computed based on the grade θ and velocity of a vehicle as given by,
fr = A+Bv + Cv
2 +Mg sin θ, (5.3)
where coefficients A, B, and C are used to determine resistance forces by rolling and aerodynamic
drag, and the grade angle θ is a function of distance, i.e. θ = θ(s).
5.2.2 Lumped Efficiency Parameters for Fuel Cell System
In this study, a liquid-cooled Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel-cell system is considered based on
the model of a 15 kW Hydrogenics HD15 stack. To include a parasitic load for cooling and air
supply, a static power consumption is considered, and hence the fuel-cell system is modeled with
a simple static function of the fuel cell system efficiency, ηfc; hence, the hydrogen fuel power P infc





where P outfc is the fuel-cell net power. In general, the fuel cell system efficiency ηfc is influenced
by the operating temperature of the fuel-cell system. Since the fuel cell generates a significant
amount of heat, auxiliary power is required for regulating temperature. In this study, it is assumed
that the temperature of the fuel-cell system is perfectly regulated at 60◦C such that the maximum
efficiency can be achieved for various power levels. A more detailed description of the fuel-cell
model is provided in section 2.2.1 and 2.3. Under this assumption, ηfc can be expressed in terms





Figure 5.2: The static efficiency of the fuel-cell system. The power for the blower and cooling
system load to regulate the temperature of the fuel-cell is included in this efficiency.
From equations (5.4) and (5.5), the hydrogen fuel power is given by:
P infc = ψ(P
out
fc ), (5.6)




fc ) which is shown in Fig. 5.2. Here two stacks are required to achieve
the power requirement of the vehicle.
5.2.3 Battery Model
When it comes to power management, the battery output power Pb is generally used as an input to





V 2oc − 4RbPb
2Rb
. (5.7)
In this chapter we used the same NMC battery model as Chapter 4.2.
5.2.4 Motor Model
The electrical power for propulsion and regenerative braking by the motor P elecm is determined from
the mechanical power and the efficiency of the motor, Pmechm and ηm, respectively. The electrical









where f propm and f
reg
m represent the positive force for propulsion and the negative force for regener-
ation by the motor, respectively; ηDC denotes the efficiency of the DC/DC converter; and ηm,1 and
ηm,2 denote motoring and generating efficiency of the motor, respectively. Note that the main focus
of this work is on optimization of vehicle speed and power management and hence is concerned
on power flows among powertrain components, i.e., the fuel-cell, the battery, and the motor; there-
fore, detailed models for power electronics are not considered, that is, power losses by the DC/DC
converter are not included in this study and hence ηDC = 1 is assumed.
5.3 Optimal Control Problem Formulation
In this section, two approaches to optimization of the speed profile and power management for
the all-electric vehicle considered in this study are presented: co-optimization and sequential opti-
mization.
For simplicity, the assumptions in [10] are adopted in this study: (1) the efficiency of the motor
is invariant, that is, the motoring and generating efficiency of the motor is fixed; (2) the vehicle
moves forward only; and (3) road grade and velocity limit are distance-dependent and known. In
general, the efficiency of an electric motor is nonlinear [26]. However, the efficiency is relatively
constant above certain force or torque levels covering the nominal operating range, and hence the
assumption of invariant efficiency is considered reasonable.
5.3.1 System Dynamics




















It should be noted that similar approaches to approximating the battery SOC dynamics can be
found in the literature [45, 17].
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Finally, from Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), (5.8), and (5.9), the following system dynamics can be obtained:
ẋ1 =x2, (5.10)
ẋ2 =u1 + u2 + u3 − κ(x1, x2), (5.11)
ẋ3 =σ(x2, u1, u2, u4), (5.12)
where
x = [x1, x2, x3]
′ = [s, v, SOC]′,



























The control inputs are bounded by their limits such that u1 ∈ [0, umax1 ], u2 ∈ [umin2 , 0], u3 ∈
[umin3 , 0], and u4 ∈ [0, umax4 ]. It is noted that the power losses by the DC/DC converter are not
considered and hence ηDC = 1 is assumed. When ηDC 6= 1, u4 = P outfc · ηDC needs to be used
instead.
The use of four control inputs is deliberate for Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle analysis, which
will be discussed in the following section, similar to the approach in [10]. Initial and final condi-
tions of the states are:
x1(0) = 0, x2(0) = v0, x3(0) = SOC0,
x1(tf ) = sf , x2(tf ) = vf , x3(tf ) = SOCf ,
(5.13)
where tf and sf are operational time and distance traveled, and these are bounded, meaning that
the vehicle stops at time tf after traveling a given distance, sf .
5.3.2 Simplification of Control Modes
In this subsection, the co-optimization problem to minimize hydrogen fuel consumption is pre-
sented and analyzed to determine a small subset of control actions via Pontryagin’s Minimum
Principle (PMP) analysis. In the authors’ previous work [10], a finite number of operational modes
were analytically found for minimum electrical energy consumption. Since this study considers
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additional state and control variables, the battery SOC and power split ratio, respectively, a simi-
lar analysis has been conducted so that the results can be used to effectively implement Dynamic
Programming to mitigate the computational burden due to the curse of dimensionality.
The primary goal of the optimization is to determine a speed profile and a power split trajectory
that minimize the total energy consumption over a given route. Thus, the cost function to be






fc ) dt = ψ(u4)dt (5.14)
Since the given optimal control problem suffers from the curse of dimensionality when it is solved
by Dynamic Programming, simplified control actions are much preferred. To that end, Pontrya-
gin’s Minimum Principle is considered, similarly to the approach in [10]: the solution to the opti-
mal control problem leads to the minimization of the Hamiltonian comprised of the cost function
subject to constraints via the system dynamics.
The Hamiltonian is defined as:










where the first term corresponds to the cost function in (5.14) and the other terms are related to the
system dynamics described by (5.10)–(5.12) associated with the adjoint variables p1, p2, and p3.
































and (·)∗ = ∂(·)∂∗ .
The Hamiltonian function is further simplified by factoring out the control input u in order to
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+ p1x2 − p2κ(x1, x2).
(5.19)
As can be seen from Eq. (5.19), the control inputs u1, u2, and u3 appear as linear, meaning that,
based on the values of the switching functions p2 − p̃3x2ηm,1 , p2 − p̃3x2ηm,2, and p2, the control inputs
u1, u2, and u3 to minimizeH can be found. On the other hand, the control input u4 is given by:
u4 =

0, if u∗ ≤ 0
u∗, if 0 < u∗ < umax4
umax4 , o.w.




Since each switching function for u1, u2, and u3 has three options, of being greater than, less
than, or equal to 0, 27 different modes are possible. However, not all of the modes are feasible
due to the assumptions considered for the problem. For instance, the conditions p2 − p̃3x2ηm,1 > 0,




; because of the fact that efficiency of the motor is positive and less than 1 (i.e.,
0 < ηm < 1) and the assumption that the electric vehicle moves forward only (i.e., x2 > 0), p̃3 has
to be negative, and p2 has to be negative. Similarly, the conditions p2 − p̃3x2ηm,1 < 0, p2 − p̃3x2ηm,2 >
0, and P2 ≤ 0 cannot occur simultaneously. It is also obvious that the motor cannot provide
both propulsion and regeneration forces simultaneously, which allows for ruling out the conditions
p2 − p̃3x2ηm,1 < 0 and p2 − p̃3x2ηm,2 > 0. Moreover, the conditions p2 −
p̃3x2
ηm,1
< 0 and p2 > 0 can be
eliminated as both propulsion force and friction braking force are used, which should be avoided
to minimize the energy consumption.
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> 0, p2 − p̃3x2ηm,2 = 0, p2 < 0 (5.20f)
The optimal control inputs u1, u2, and u3 for the first four cases can be easily determined to
minimize the Hamiltonian, resulting in full propulsion, coasting, full regenerative braking, and full
braking, respectively. On the other hand, for the last two cases, u1 and u2 are undefined because
the optimal control actions cannot be determined uniquely; in this case, Kelley’s condition [65]
can be used to determine the optimal control inputs: for a single control problem, the control u for
a singular-arc can be found by differentiating χ = ∂H
∂u
with respect to time t until the control input
u appears explicitly, and then Kelley’s condition must be satisfied. That is:
diχ
dti
= 0, i = 0, 1, ....., 2l − 1,
d2lχ
dt2l









where l is an integer variable.
In case (5.20e), u1 is undefined. Consider χ1 = p2 − p̃3x2ηm,1 = 0. Then, its first and second time
derivatives are expressed as follows:










(u1 − κ) + p2κx1x2x2 = 0.
From Eq. (5.3), it can be found that the resistance force fr is the sum of two terms, and each term
is described by one state only, leading to κx1x2 = 0; moreover, the resistance force is a monotonic
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Table 5.1: Possible Control Actions.
Control u Description
[umax1 , 0, 0]× u4 Full Propulsion
[0, 0, 0]× u4 Coasting
[0, umin2 , 0]× u4 Full Regenerative Braking
[0, umin2 , u
min
3 ]× u4 Full Braking
[κ(x1, x2), 0, 0]× u4 Cruising
[0, κ(x1, x2), 0]× u4
function with κx1 , κx2x2 > 0 and x2 > 0, resulting in
2κx2
x2
+ κx2x2 > 0. Therefore, the candidate
solution is obtained as
u1 = κ(x1, x2), (5.22)














+ κx2x2 > 0 and p2 < 0.
Similarly, in the case (5.20f), the solution can be found to be:
u2 = κ(x1, x2). (5.23)
Clearly, both cases (5.20e) and (5.20f) describe a cruising operation of the vehicle, as the same
amount of input is applied to the system to maintain the speed. Thus, five possible control actions
are determined for u1, u2, and u3, and they are summarized in Table 5.1. It should be high-
lighted that the vehicle dynamics are controlled by the five control modes only, regardless of the
fuel-cell power u4. This result allows a substantial decrease in computational cost in solving the
co-optimization problem with Dynamic Programming. In the following subsections, Dynamic
Programming formulation for co-optimization and sequential optimization is explained in detail.
5.3.3 Co-optimization
In general, the problem of optimizing a speed profile is formulated in the distance domain, since it
is easy to handle road data; e.g., terrain type, grade, and speed restrictions are distance-dependent









s.t. ξ′1 = 1/ξ2,
ξ′2 =






V 2oc − 4Rb(Pdmd − u4)
2ξ2QbRb
,
ξ1(0) = 0, ξ1(sf ) = tf ,
ξ2(0) = v0, ξ2(sf ) = vf ,
ξ3(0) = SOC0, ξ3(sf ) = SOCf ,
uc ∈ {uc,1, uc,2, uc,3, uc,4, uc,5},










; since the equations of motion are expressed in
terms of s, ξ′ = dξ
ds
is used. The mode-dependent force by the motor fe(s, ξ2, uc) is detailed in
Appendix A.1. The power demand Pdmd is given by:






, fe ≥ 0,
ηm,2, fe < 0.
(5.26)
In order to further reduce the computational cost, the optimal control problem (5.24) is modified
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such that a weighted penalty on a travel time is included as follows:


















V 2oc − 4Rb(Pdmd − u4)
2ξ2QbRb
,
ξ2(0) = v0, ξ2(sf ) = vf ,
ξ3(0) = SOC0, ξ3(sf ) = SOCf ,
uc ∈ {uc,1, uc,2, uc,3, uc,4, uc,5},
u4 ∈ [0, umax4 ],
(5.27)
where λ is a weighting factor to penalize a travel time. Apparently, this formulation can effectively
eliminate one state variable ξ1 from the co-optimization problem. It should be noted that a desired
travel time can be achieved by adjust the weighting factor λ.
5.3.4 Sequential Optimization
Although a significant amount of reduction in computation can be achieved by using the finite
operational modes of the vehicle dynamics, co-optimization is still computationally costly. There-
fore, the co-optimization problem can be sequentially solved, which has been typically used in the
literature [105, 123, 85, 111, 25]. In sequential optimization, an optimal speed profile is deter-
mined at the first stage, and then a power management strategy is optimized over the speed profile
at the second stage. Obviously, the number of state and control variables considered at each stage is
small compared to the co-optimization problem, allowing for faster computation and less memory
requirement.
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(ηm(fe) · fe(s, ξ2, uc)) ds
s.t. ξ′1 = 1/ξ2,
ξ′2 =
fe(s, ξ2, uc) + ff (uc)− κ(ξ)
Mξ2
,
ξ1(0) = 0, ξ1(sf ) = tf ,
ξ2(0) = v0, ξ2(sf ) = vf ,
uc ∈ {uc,1, uc,2, uc,3, uc,4, uc,5}.
(5.28)
Note that the cost function J2,1 is the total energy consumption by the motor for propulsion and
regenerative braking. It is possible to further reduce the computational cost by following the ap-
proach used in (5.27), i.e., adding a penalty on a travel time and eliminating one state ξ1. However,
for the purpose of performance comparison, travel times obtained from solutions to the optimal
control problem (5.27) are used as a terminal constraint in this optimization problem.
Then, at stage II, the problem of optimal power management over the speed profile obtained







s.t. ξ′3 = −
Voc −
√
V 2oc − 4Rb(Pdmd − u4)
2ξ2QbRb
,
ξ3(0) = SOC0, ξ3(sf ) = SOCf ,
u4 ∈ [0, umax4 ]
(5.29)
where Pdmd is the power demand to traverse the optimized drive cycle obtained at stage I; that is,
Pdmd is known.
In the following section, a case study to compare the performance of two optimization ap-
proaches will be presented.
5.4 Case Study - Lightweight Military Ground Robot
A light-weight military ground vehicle hybridized with a fuel cell and a battery is considered as a
target vehicle. The parameters and operational constraints are summarized in Table 5.2. The drive
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Table 5.2: Vehicle parameters and constraints.
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Mass M 453.6 kg
A A 0.17 N
B B 0.06804 Ns/m
C C 13.608 Ns2/m2
Tire radius r 0.2794 m
Final drive ratio ia 7.54 -
Speed limit vlim 23 m/s
Max. Acc. amax 2 m/s2
Min. Acc. amin -2 m/s2
Max. Motor Speed ωm,max 6500 RPM
Max. Motor Power Pm,max 30 kW
Motor Operation Voltage Vm 50 V
Max. Battery Power Pmaxb 6 kW
Min. Battery Power Pminb -6 kW
Number of Battery Cells in Series Ns 14 -
Number of Battery Cells in Parallel Np 1 -
Max. SOC SOCmax 1 -
Min. SOC SOCmin 0.3 -
Max. FC Power P outfc,max 32 kW
Min. FC Power P outfc,min 0 kW
Number of Fuel-cell Stacks Nfc 2 -
Number of Fuel-cell Cells Ncell 65 -
cycles for the development of ground vehicles in the Army Ground Vehicle Programs typically
focus on operating at a constant speed over varied terrain for practical reasons [132]. Thus, two
different drive conditions as shown in Fig. 5.3 are studied: 1) the Convoy Cycle - long distance
driving on a relatively flat road (small variation in grade), and 2) the Curchville-B Cycle - constant
speed driving on a hilly road (more discernible and aggressive grade change).
5.4.1 Optimization Set-up
To solve the optimal control problems using DP, the dynamic equations with state and control
variables in a time domain need to be discretized. The level of discretization affects the accuracy
of a solution and the computation time: coarse discretization results in fast computation but large
numerical errors. Therefore, step sizes for the discretization should be carefully chosen. The level
of discretization for time, velocity, battery SOC, and distance for this study is provided in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Elevation and grade of the considered driving environment. (a) Churchville-B Cycle
and (b) Convoy Cycle.
Table 5.3: Discretization of optimization variables in Dynamic Programming.
State Symbol Value Unit
Velocity ∆v 0.1 m/s
Time ∆t 1 s
Distance ∆s 60 m
SOC ∆ SOC 0.007 -
Since this study finds an optimal speed profile, the initial and terminal speed constraints are set
to be the same as the original driving cycles as given by:
• Churchville-B Driving: ξ2(0) = ξ2(sf ) = 12,
• Convoy Driving: ξ2(0) = ξ2(sf ) = 0,
The initial and terminal constraints of the battery SOC are set as follows:
SOC0 = 0.9, SOCf ∈ [SOCmin, SOCmax].
Note that terminal SOCs from the co-optimization and the sequential optimization can be differ-
ent, since no specific value is assigned for the terminal SOC; this will be shown in the following
subsection.
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A solution to the DP problem is numerically obtained by using the dpm function implemented
in the MATLAB environment [142]. To run DP over the considered driving environment, the
following hardware is used: Windows 10 with Intel® Core™ i7-7700HQ CPU @ 2.80 GHz and
32.0 GB RAM.
5.4.2 Optimization Results
Table 5.4: Average computation time.
Cycle Co-optimization Sequential Optimization
Speed Opt Power Opt
Churchville-B 5 mins 33.1 secs 4.83 secs 0.34 secs
Convoy 19 mins 49.9 secs 15.60 secs 1.18 secs
The computation time to run the co-optimization and sequential optimization are provided in
Table 5.4. The co-optimization is about 64–71 times slower than the sequential optimization. It
should be noted that the co-optimization is performed with limited control inputs uc and without
including time as a state variable, meaning that the original problem with discretized continuous
control inputs will lead to a significant increase of the computation time.
5.4.2.1 Churchville-B Driving
Figure 5.4(a)–(d) show comparisons of energy consumption by the motor, the fuel cell, the battery,
and both the fuel-cell and the battery, respectively, over the driving cycles obtained by the co-
optimization and the sequential optimization for different driving times. Particularly, the numbers
indicate the difference in energy consumption and the percentage reduction by co-optimization:
negative values indicate that co-optimization leads to less energy consumption than sequential
optimization. It can be observed from Fig. 5.4(a) that the sequential optimization leads to lower
energy consumption by the motor than the co-optimization. This makes sense since the energy
consumption by the motor is the cost function in the sequential optimization. On the other hand,
as shown in Fig. 5.4(b), more hydrogen energy is consumed in the sequential optimization than
in the co-optimization, which is not surprising because the co-optimization finds a solution that
minimizes the hydrogen energy consumption. The battery energy consumption to complement the
fuel cell for vehicle operation is presented in Fig. 5.4(c). Since the solutions obtained by the co-
optimization prefer not using the fuel cell, a large amount of energy needs to be provided by the
battery.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of energy consumption obtained by co-optimization and sequential opti-
mization for various times traveled on Churchville-B road. (a) energy consumption by the motor,
(b) energy consumption by the fuel cell, (c) energy consumption by the battery, and (d) the total
energy consumption by the fuel cell and the battery.
The total energy consumed for each optimization approach is compared in Fig. 5.4(d). Overall,
co-optimization can achieve lower total energy consumption than sequential optimization. Partic-
ularly, the total energy savings by co-optimization range from 5.3% to 24.2%, which highlights
the benefit of co-optimization against sequential optimization. However, for driving cycles with a
longer time traveled, the energy savings achieved by co-optimization are not as significant com-
pared to the shorter cases.
For better understanding of the energy savings by co-optimization, the trajectories of the ve-
hicle speed and the battery SOC are presented in Figs. 5.6(a) and (b) for the shortest cycle, and
in Figs.5.6(c) and (d) for the longest cycle, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 5.6(a), for the
shortest drive cycle, the speed profile obtained by co-optimization has less deviation than that ob-
tained by sequential optimization. It can also be observed that the vehicle speeds selected by the
two approaches are different. Particularly, the solutions by co-optimization prefer coasting dur-
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of normalized occurrence of powertrain operation obtained by co- opti-
mization and sequential optimization on Churchville-B road for two drive cycles. (a) motor power
demand, (b) fuel-cell input power, and (c) battery power with tf = 329s; (d) motor power demand,
(e) fuel-cell input power, and (f) battery power with tf = 795s.
ing downhills, whereas those by sequential optimization prefer regenerative braking and cruising
during downhills. The use of coasting is beneficial as it can minimize unnecessary energy con-
version; i.e., recuperated braking energy used later for vehicle propulsion. For instance, as shown
in Fig. 5.6(b), the battery SOC increases around 100 s in sequential optimization. However, no
change is observed in co-optimization during the same time period. Eventually, the terminal SOC
in sequential optimization becomes significantly higher than that in co-optimization. Figure 5.6(c)
also shows that the deviation of vehicle speed in co-optimization is less than that in sequential
optimization for the longest cycle. Since solutions by both optimization approaches prefer using
cruising from 450 s until the end of the trip, the difference in terminal SOC of two solutions is less
than that observed in the shortest drive cycle.
In sequential optimization, the total energy consumed by the motor is minimized and the effi-
ciency of the powertrain system including the fuel cell and the battery is not included. Therefore,
high-power operation is preferred as long as the total motor energy is minimized and the use of
coasting operation can be maximized as seen from Figs. 5.5(a) and (d) at Stage I. Since the battery
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of vehicle and powertrain operation obtained by co-optimization and se-
quential optimization over Churchville-B road for travel times of 329 and 795 seconds. (a) vehicle
speed, (b) electrical power demand by the motor, (c) power consumed by the fuel cell, (d) power
provided by the battery, and (e) battery SOC.
power is insufficient to provide such high motor power, the fuel-cell needs to be used as well de-
spite the fact that the fuel-cell system has lower efficiency than the battery, as shown in Figs. 5.5(b)
and (e). The battery can be used in a wide range within its limits to minimize fuel consumption at
Stage II, compared to the fuel-cell (see Figs. 5.5(c) and (f)).
On the other hand, high-power operation is not preferred in co-optimization due to low effi-
ciency of the fuel cell as seen from Figs. 5.5(a) and (d). Therefore, the battery can be used as
a primary power source and the use of the fuel-cell can consequently be reduced as shown in
Figs. 5.5(b) and (d). More specifically, for the shortest cycle, the co-optimization hardly uses the
fuel-cell at higher power, i.e., P infc > 10 kW, which can be explained by the efficiency of the fuel-
cell (see Fig. 5.2). Consequently, lower terminal SOCs are obtained in co-optimization than those
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in sequential optimization (see Figs. 5.6(b) and (d)). It is found that the longest cycle can be driven
without using the fuel-cell.
5.4.2.2 Convoy Driving
Comparisons of energy consumption by the motor, the fuel cell, the battery, and both the fuel-cell
and the battery obtained by the co-optimization and the sequential optimization during the Convoy
driving for different driving times are presented in Figs. 5.7(a)–(d). The results show similar trend
as observed for the Churchville-B driving shown in Fig. 5.4. However, the energy savings by
co-optimization in the Convoy driving are much smaller than those in the Churchvill-B driving;
specifically, the maximum energy saving via co-optimization is found to be 5.3% only.
Figure 5.7: Comparison of energy consumption obtained by co-optimization and sequential op-
timization for various times traveled on Convoy road. (a) energy consumption by the motor, (b)
energy consumption by the fuel cell, (c) energy consumption by the battery, and (d) the total energy
consumption by the fuel cell and the battery.
This small benefit in energy saving by co-optimization can be explained from the trajectories
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of the vehicle speed and the battery SOC for two driving times presented in Fig. 5.9, in which
Figs. 5.9(a) and (b) show the results for the shortest cycle while Figs. 5.9(c) and (d) show those for
the longest cycle. As seen from Fig. 5.9(a), for the shortest cycle, both optimization approaches
use the so-called Pulse-and-Glide operation in a very similar way. Note that this Pulse-and-Glide
operation is one of the most typical energy-efficient driving strategies for proper roads in the plains
or with a slope less than 2% [152, 48]. In this operation, the vehicle accelerates quickly to a
higher speed and then keeps coasting or gliding as a result of the vehicle’s kinetic energy stored in
the period of acceleration. Because of this similar driving pattern, the resulting SOC trajectories
obtained from both optimization approaches become similar as well (see Fig. 5.9(b)). For the
longest cycle, very similar trajectories in vehicle speed and battery SOC are observed as shown
in Figs. 5.9(c) and (d), respectively. It can be also found that Pulse-and-Glide operation is not
preferred in relatively low speed operation for both co-optimization and sequential optimization.
Figure 5.8: Histograms of normalized occurrence of powertrain operation obtained by co- opti-
mization and sequential optimization on the Convoy cycle for two driving times. (a) motor power
demand, (b) fuel-cell input power, and (c) battery power with tf = 1259s; (d) motor power de-
mand, (e) fuel-cell input power, and (f) battery power with tf = 2579s.
Since both co-optimization and sequential optimization find similar solutions, the normalized
occurrences of powertrain look also similar for both shortest and longest cycles. Especially, for
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the shortest cycle, the Pulse-and-Glide strategy dominates vehicle operation. To provide the high
propulsion power, both fuel-cell and battery need to be used as shown in Figs. 5.8(a)–(c). On
the other hand, for the longest Convoy cycle the fuel-cell is hardly used for both co-optimization
and sequential optimization since power demand is sufficiently low such that the battery can only
provide propulsion and braking power, as seen from Figs. 5.8(d)–(f).
Figure 5.9: Comparison of vehicle and powertrain operation obtained by co-optimization and se-
quential optimization over the Convoy cycle for travel times of 1259 and 2579 seconds. (a) vehicle
speed, (b) electrical power demand by the motor, (c) power consumed by the fuel cell, (d) power
provided by the battery, and (e) battery SOC.
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter investigates the co-optimization and sequential optimization approaches for determin-
ing the speed profile and power-split of fuel-cell/battery hybrid electric systems based on Dynamic
Programming. In order to reduce computational cost for Dynamic Programming, the optimal con-
trol problem is reformulated and analyzed by applying Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle to reduce
the number of control input combinations. It is found that the simplification of the battery SOC
dynamics leads to the use of discrete vehicle control modes, similarly to [10]. This result allows
for a substantial decrease in computational cost of Dynamic Programming. To further reduce
computational load, the original co-optimization problem is modified by eliminating the state vari-
able corresponding to time and adding a penalty on operation time instead. Then, two specific
driving scenarios for a military ground vehicle over the Churchville-B Cycle and Convoy Cycle
are simulated to compare the two approaches in terms of energy consumption. The total energy
savings by co-optimization range from 5.3% to 24.2% for aggressive driving on a hilly terrain.
Meanwhile, on a relatively flat road, the benefit of co-optimization is less significant. Nonethe-




State of Charge Estimation for LFP Chemistry Cells
6.1 Introduction
The primary function of the battery management system (BMS) is to provide an accurate state
of charge (SOC) estimation. The SOC represents the amount of charge in ampere-hours (Ah)
remaining in a cell divided by its total capacity [28, 125]. The BMS traditionally uses current,
voltage, and sometimes temperature measurements to estimate the SOC to plan future actions and
to prevent over-charging or discharging of cells. Generally, manufacturers provide conservative
estimates of remaining energy, since an overestimation of SOC can leave the vehicle stranded. In
the case of unmanned air vehicles (UAV), overestimation of SOC might prevent the vehicle from
safe landing, since landing maneuvers require very high power, which typically cannot be achieved
at very low SOC levels [27]. Underestimating SOC, on the other hand, wastes valuable resources
and adds cost and weight to the vehicles, which is critical for robotic platforms.
From the lithium ion batteries, lithium ion iron phosphate (LFP) has been considered for UAV,
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV), electric vehicle (EV) and are promising for fuel cell vehicles (FCVs)
due to their capacity for fast charging, high power capability, and long cycle life [178]. LFP bat-
teries consists of graphite as the negative electrode and lithium iron phosphate (metal oxide) as
the positive electrode [131]. Due to the relative flat half-cell potential the positive electrode exerts
(also known as the phase-separating cathode active material) [90], the open circuit voltage (OCV)
has a relatively flat slope through most of its operating SOC range (10–95%), as shown in Figure
6.1. The phase transitions in the graphite material correspond to the different voltage plateaus with
respect to SOC, as shown in Fig. 6.1a. This makes SOC estimation difficult under noisy environ-
ments [161],[169] and inexpensive sensing, such as robotic and automotive applications. Previous
work has suggested strain or stress (pressure or force) measurements to augment terminal voltage
for SOC estimation [99]. Specifically, the graphite in the negative electrode expands when the
lithium ions are intercalating into it, and the positive electrode contracts as the lithium ions leave
it causing a change of thickness in the components of the battery [63]. This change in thickness
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causes the battery to swell. Therefore, the overall observed cell swelling is the summation of the
swelling from the positive and negative electrodes. When the cells are constrained to a fixed dis-
placement, as typical in automotive packs, the battery swelling results in an increased force on the










Figure 6.1: Measured voltage and force for the 20 Ah A123 lithium ion iron phosphate battery
cycled under low current rate C/20. (a) Measured discharge (blue), charge (red), and average
of discharge and charge (black) voltage for a C/20 cycle. For military robots such as the Packbot
shown above, SOC estimation is critical to avoid the robot getting stranded. Lithium ion iron phos-
phate (LFP) batteries are typically used for operation of this robot due to the high power required.
(b) Measured discharge (blue), charge (red), and average of discharge and charge (black) force
for the under current rate C/20. The experimental battery fixture consists of: (1) load cell (force
sensor); (2) movable plate; (3) lithium ion battery; (4) two aluminum end-plates; (5) temperature
sensor. For generalization of the results to the other cell sizes, the force measurements can be con-
verted to pressure by diving the force by the surface area of our battery (Ab) , which is the width
(wb = 0.161m) times the length (lb = 0.227m) of the battery, Ab = wb × lb m2.
The structural changes of this expansion have been studied from the electrode mechanics point
of view with respect to strain/OCV coupling [63, 18]. The overall volume change of this expansion
results in a monotonic function of SOC for a nickel manganese cobalt (NMC) graphite cell [108].
By measuring the force produced by the expansion and including it in the estimation algorithm,
improved SOC accuracy can be achieved as compared to voltage based methods [98, 99]. The
greatest benefits were observed in the 30–50% SOC region, where the voltage slope was relatively
flat, but also at the low SOC level, where voltage drops very fast and is challenging to have an ac-
curate model as the battery ages. The change in measured force vs. SOC over many cycles can also
inform better estimates of the battery state of health (SOH) [130]. For the LFP-graphite cell studied
here, the anode (negative electrode which is graphite) expands during charging but the simultane-
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ous higher contraction rate of the cathode (positive electrode which is LFP) results in a combined
cell contraction in the middle SOC range. The overall result is a non-monotonic F–SOC behavior,
as shown in Fig. 6.1b. Due to the F–SOC non-monotonicity, SOC estimation based on measured
force is challenging since multiple SOC equilibrium points can correspond to the same measured
force. Additionally, all mechanical measurements (force, pressure, or displacement) even after cal-
ibration exhibit drift associated with small changes in material and a shift in the SOC–expansion
behavior as the battery ages. Loss of cyclable lithium causes a shift in capacity and a change in the
SOC–expansion behavior of the cell. This capacity loss shifts the stoichiometric ratio associated
with lithium concentration in each electrode and hence changes the electrode expansion [100] as a
function of lithium intercalation (Coulombs stored) and the measured force/pressure versus SOC
as the unknown drift addressed here. Moreover the LFP pouch cells used here are supported by
poron sheets [5] between the cells instead of the spacers used in [98]. Thermal expansion of the
battery and fixture and viscoelastic response of the compliant poron pad introduces an additional
aging and drift factor. Predicting and modeling this aging behavior requires extensive resources
and is currently by-passed by estimating this unknown bias as proposed in this study. As can be
appreciated, the drift is a general problem of measuring the mechanical behavior (force, pressure,
or displacement) of all batteries and it is not just a battery chemistry (LFP)-related issue.
Battery cell balancing is critical to extend the range of battery powered vehicles, the pack op-
erating lifetime, and charge and discharge power limits [67]. To achieve fast and accurate cell
balancing, accurate SOC estimation is needed [134]. Voltage-based SOC estimation for the LFP
chemistry is particularly challenging since the voltage is relatively flat with respect to SOC. The
proposed method improves the SOC estimation using leveraging information about the cell ex-
pansion and contraction during charging and discharging. Cell-to-cell variability due to aging, as
well as the resulting changes in the measured force, was not investigated, but should be the focus
of future research. The influence of cell balancing or imbalanced cells in a module whose force
is measured should also be further investigated following the initial work by [69]. Since there
would typically be only one force (or strain) measurement in a pack of series connected cell, cell
balancing techniques [59] will be of high importance.
In this study, we demonstrate the improvement in the SOC estimation of LFP batteries by using
mechanical in addition to electrical measurements that can be implemented in packs or modules of
both hard encased and pouch cells [71]. A novel solution to the multiple equilibrium SOC points is
proposed based on the piecewise linear (PWL) F–SOC characteristic approximation that is further
used in a switching gain model-based linear quadratic estimator (LQE) design that consists of a
combination of force and voltage measurements [119]. Due to the drift that appears in most force
measurements, as shown in Fig. 6.2, the SOC may not be accurately estimated. Therefore a bias
state is added to the LQE in order to capture the drift in the force measurement due to un-modeled
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changes in battery swelling or creep of the plastic materials. Experimental validation is also per-
formed on the model-based (LQE) controller design using the combinations of force and voltage
measurements during realistic battery electric vehicle usage profiles including the Dynamic Stress
Test (DST). The performance of a controller designed with a “perfect” model is compared to one
with model mismatch in the OCV and F–SOC PWL fit. The simulated model mismatch captures
the typical modeling uncertainties or changes in the cell expansion and open circuit voltage due to
aging [75].
6.2 Experimental Setup and Force Behavior
The battery considered here for the experimental validation is an A123 20 Ah lithium iron phos-
phate pouch cell with a voltage range of 3.6–2 V. The fixture, as shown in Fig. 6.1b, consists
of an active battery cell (3) (with a temperature sensor on top of it (5)) and a dummy (inactive)
cell with a compliant rubber pad in between. The active battery cell and inactive cell consists of
a laminated aluminum pouch cell and the rubber pad is a Poron 4701-30 from Rogers, which is
1.14-mm thick. The temperature sensor is a multimeasurand GE sensor that consists of three re-
sistance temperature detectors (RTDs) and one eddy current expansion sensor [71]. The dummy
cell and the rubber pad is used as a stress absorber to emulate the conditions a cell might experi-
ence in a pack configuration. The purpose of the dummy cell is to simulate the compliance of the
whole system. The stiffness of poron is much less than that of the battery, thus the compression
of the dummy cell is negligible in terms of the whole system. Therefore, the dummy cell can be
used without complicating the force measurement. The dummy cell is held tight by an aluminum
bottom end-plate (4), and a movable plate is placed on top of the active cell. This plate has one
degree of freedom in the vertical direction with the force sensor (1) placed on top of it. On top
of the force sensor, the fixed top aluminum end-plate is bolted to the bottom end-plate to simulate
the behavior of a constrained battery pack with fixed distance between the end plates. The force
sensor is an Omega (LC305-500) load cell sensor (strain gauge type). The sensor has a 2225 N
full scale range with an accuracy of 4.45 N. The load cell and voltage are digitized and recorded
by Data Translation DT-9828, which has a voltage accuracy of 2 millivolts. In this study, the force
sensor is used because it is cheaper than the displacement sensors [100], but also less accurate.
For example, the accuracy of the displacement sensor used in [100] is 1 µm, which corresponds to
0.35 N of compressive force on the poron, while for the Omega force sensor used the accuracy is
listed as a percentage of full scale range (4.45 N). The force only accuracy is the important reason
for integrating force and voltage information along with performing the bias estimation.
The force plotted against SOC (F–SOC) and the open circuit voltage vs. SOC (OCV–SOC)
are measured experimentally using a pulse–relax profile. Specifically, a CCCV charge is applied
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followed by a pulse–relax discharge profile, with the current rate of C
20
for 12 min (which results
in a 1% SOC change) followed by a 1 h of rest period to eliminate the influence of the internal
resistance and electrolyte polarization of the battery. The data points at the end of the rest are used
to obtain the discharge F–SOC and OCV–SOC. The test is then repeated using charge pulses of
equal duty cycle. The average between the measurements at the same SOC from the charge and
discharge datasets is obtained for the F–SOC, as shown in Fig. 6.1b. The average F–SOC shown
in Fig. 6.1b is modeled in Section 6.3 and is the best fit parameters that match the force inflection
points. An average fit is also obtained from data for OCV–SOC and shown in Fig. 6.3a. The
values of the fit for the OCV–SOC (average of discharge and charge) and F–SOC can be found in
Appendix A.4.
Figure 6.2: Drift in the force sensor can be observed by comparing the force vs. SOC for two
C
20
cycles which were conducted two months apart with three cycles done in between them with
the same battery. The force measurements have a minimum of 3 N and a maximum of 6 N drift
across the entire SOC range. The drift could be caused by thermal expansion of the battery, pad,
and fixture [98], capacity change, or a combination of all four throughout the life of the cell and
module on which measurements are performed. Adjustments in the fixture and changes in the
preload will cause larger changes in measured force but can also be modeled as a sensor drift. For
generalization of the results to the other cell sizes, the pressure is shown.
An important consideration is the drift observed in the measured force between repeated tests
as shown in Fig. 6.2. Two average force cycles with an applied current of C
20
at different test dates
are shown. These cycles have approximately a minimum 3 N and a maximum 6 N of drift in be-
tween the second test (performed on 06/2017 (MM/YYYY)) and first test (performed on 04/2017
(MM/YYYY)). This measurement was taken with the same cell. The drift could be caused by ther-
mal expansion of the battery, pad, and fixture, capacity change or a combination of all four through-
out the life of the cell and module on which measurements are performed. That is the reason we
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have treated the observed bias as an unknown variable. We assume that this unknown/uncertain-
origin drift evolves slower than the force measurement from the charge/discharge changes and we
therefore can estimate it as an unknown constant bias in real time. This drift in force can affect the
SOC estimation if not compensated and, thus, estimation of the sensor bias is used to improve the
practical force based SOC estimation.
Figure 6.3: A piecewise linear approximation of the (a) open circuit voltage and (b) cell swelling
force was fit to the experimental measured values for the A123 Lithium Iron Phosphate Battery
Cell. The gray dots correspond to the average of measured data at each SOC point from the charge
and discharge cycles at the C
20
rate (see Figure 6.1). The orange line represents the PWL fit. The
horizontal solid lines represent the inflection points of the cell swelling force. The horizontal
dashed black lines represent the inflection points of the cell swelling force used for the developed
observers. RI , RII , and RIII represent the force slope regions determined by our PWL model.
For the PWL force model, we assume bL = c3 and bH = c5 since the changes in voltage and
force slopes are due to the intrinsic phase transitions in the material of the battery electrodes [100].
Assessment of the SOC estimator robustness is performed by imposing b̂L 6= bL and b̂H 6= bH to
capture model mismatch for the force and voltage behavior. For generalization of the results to the
other cell sizes, the pressure is shown.
For the SOC estimation development, tuning, and comparison, two models with two different
levels of fidelity are used:
• The simulation model includes the nonlinearities and hysteresis for the electric characteris-
tics detailed in Section 6.5.
• The observer model ignores hysteresis and uses piecewise linear approximations of the non-
linearities detailed in Section 6.5.
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In the next section, the simulation model is detailed and its efficacy is highlighted in Figure
6.4 based on a modified DST cycle [6] that is scaled for a 20 Ah Li-ion battery, as shown in
Fig. 6.4a. The DST was chosen because it has a current profile that has the combination of the
following C-rates and is representative of usage in an electric vehicle: C/4, C/2, 1C, and 2C. If
the utilization of the electrode is relatively uniform, the C-rate should not influence the swelling
significantly. The electrode expansion depends on the bulk concentration of the electrode solid
phase, as opposed to the terminal voltage which depends on the surface concentration [34] and
therefore is less sensitive to C-rate. The theory for determining up to what current density the
electrode utilization is uniform can be found based on the porous electrode models by Fuller Doyle
and Newman [41] and Newman and Tobias [117]. The largest expected contribution of C-rate
dependence (or more precisely root mean square (RMS) current) on the result is through thermal
expansion of the cell. The experimental profile consists of a Constant-Current/Constant-Voltage
(CCCV) charging protocol at a rate of 1C until the battery is fully charged. After a rest period
of 30 min, a 1C rate discharge current is applied until it reaches 61% SOC. After the second rest
period of 2 h, the modified DST cycle is applied. The resulting voltage, temperature, force, and
SOC are shown in Figs. 6.4b, 6.4c, 6.4d and 6.4e, respectively. The SOC is calculated by Coulomb
counting using a high resolution current sensor and assumed to be the true SOC.
6.3 Simulation Model
The models described here include the drift present in our force data and higher dynamics such
as hysteresis present in our voltage. These models were simulated to validate the robustness of
our developed estimators for analysis purposes before the experimental implementation. After this
validation, the estimators were used with experimental data and their performance was evaluated.
The battery model used for our simulations is presented in the following subsections. The SOC (z)






where Cb is the cell capacity.
6.3.1 Cell Swelling Force Model (F-SOC)
The force measured at the load cell is modeled using a static non-linearity Fsim(z), which is a
function of state of charge, with additive bias and noise terms given by







Figure 6.4: Comparison of open loop simulation model results (denoted by the color orange)
and experimental measurement of voltage, temperature, force, and SOC obtained from the 20 Ah
battery during the Dynamic Stress Test (DST) inside an environmentally controlled chamber set at
25 ◦C ambient conditions. (a) Current profile scaled for the 20 Ah A123 battery. (b) Comparison
of the open loop model terminal voltage and measurement. (c) Measured battery temperature. (d)
Comparison of the open loop modeled force and measured force. After 30 min of rest, the un-
modeled dynamics in force excited by cycling of the cell to decay to zero. For generalization of
the results to the other cell sizes, the pressure is shown. (e) Comparison of state of charge (SOC)
measurement.
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where F (z) (N) is the measured force that relies on Fsim(z), which is the PWL model of the aver-
age F–SOC behavior; vF is the measurement noise; and fd is a constant drift or bias (assumed to be
constant but unknown) value present in our force measurement. A piecewise linear representation
of the average F–SOC behavior is given by
Fsim(z) = C(z)z + C0(z) =

αmz + αm0, if z ≤ bL
βmz + βm0, if bL < z ≤ bH
γmz + γm0, otherwise
(6.3)
where αm, βm, and γm are the slope parameters; αm0 is the preload or the force sensed at zero
state of charge; and bL and bH denote the SOC where a change in the sign of the slope in the PWL
model occurs as shown by the solid gray vertical lines in Figure 6.3. These parameter values can
be found in Appendix A.4 and can be adjusted to simulate model uncertainty and mismatch. The
parameters βm0 and γm0 in the PWL model are uniquely determined from the other parameters via
constraints of piecewise continuity
βm0 = (αm − βm)bL + αm0 (6.4)
γm0 = (βm − γm)bH + (αm − βm)bL + αm0. (6.5)
The operating regions R represent the force slope regions determined by our PWL model. The
first region is defined as RI : ẑ ∈ [0, b̂L), the second region is defined as RII : ẑ ∈ [b̂L, b̂H ], and
the third region is defined as RIII : ẑ ∈ (b̂H , 1]. The operating regions are shown in Figure 6.3.
6.3.2 Terminal Voltage Model (OCV-SOC)
The terminal voltage in volts is modeled as
VT = Voc(z)− IR− V1 − V2 − Vh + vV , (6.6)
whereR[Ω] is the total equivalent series resistance, I is the discharge current applied to the battery,
V1 and V2 are the voltages due to the two resistance and capacitance (RC) pairs, and vV represents
the V measurement noise. The OCV characteristic, Voc(z), is SOC dependent and modeled using


















where V0, g, d, f , h, k, av,i, bv,i, and cv,i are tuned parameters found in Appendix A.4. The electric
equivalent circuit (EC) battery model [57, 116] is used for the simulation in our observer validation.































where V1 and V2 are the voltages of the RC equivalent circuits, R1 and R2 are the resistors, C1 and
C2 are the capacitors of the RC equivalent circuits, Vh is the hysteresis voltage, γh is the hysteresis
rate constant, and H(z, sgn(I)) is a function of SOC and the sign of current (sgn(I)) following
[118]. The function H(z, sgn(I)) is taken to be half the difference between the charge and dis-
charge OCV measurements, and the parameter values can be found in Appendix A.2. Although
the EC model parameters depend on the battery’s SOC and temperature, in this study, we do not
take this dependency into consideration. The constant parameters of the EC model can be found in
Table 6.1. The dynamic equations developed for charge/discharge as well as the measurements in
Equations (6.2) and (6.6) is used to simulate the battery behavior, and it is numerically discretized
with a time step of Ts = 1 s.








6.4 Voltage Model Parameterization
Before using our model for SOC estimation, the average Force–SOC and OCV–SOC needs to be
obtained and model parameterization of the equivalent circuit parameters is required using a pulsed
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current profile such as the Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization (HPPC) [57]. The pulse current
was obtained and the nonlinear programming solver fmincon was used to find the parameters
provided in Table 6.1. To verify that the parameters are correct, different initialization values were
used. From the different initialization values used, fmincon converged to the parameters provided
in Table 6.1.
6.5 SOC Estimation Model
The linear quadratic estimator (LQE) also known as the steady-state Kalman filter is used for state
estimation. The goal of the observer is to find a gain K that converges the initial state to the true
state of the system using linear filter equation with measurement error feedback
x̂t+1 = Ax̂t +But +K(yt − ŷt) (6.12)
where the estimated output equation is given by
ŷt = C(x̂t)x̂t − C0(x̂t)−Dut (6.13)
with C(x̂t) the slope of the estimated measurement and C0(x̂t) the affine parameter based on our
model and shown in Figure 6.3. The matrix D is the direct transition (or feedthrough) term. The
error dynamics are governed by the eigenvalues of A−KC, which depends on the chosen gain K
so that it is stable and achieves fast convergence of the SOC estimation error e = z− ẑ. We use the
Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE) to find our gain K on all our developed observers.
The DARE is defined as





and solved for the estimation error covariance matrix P . In this equation,Q is the process noise co-
variance matrix (size nxn) and R ∈ Rny is the measurement noise covariance matrix (size mxm).
The values of the diagonal elements of R are chosen based on actual sensor measurement noise
variance and Q is tuned so that the desired transient is achieved. The solution of the estimation
error covariance (P ) for the Kalman filter converges to the solution of Equation (6.14) for t→∞








6.5.1 Voltage Only Observer Design
In the case of voltage only estimation, we neglect the hysteresis dynamic term. This represents a
typical model mismatch in voltage measurements. The states of the observer are x̂t = [V̂1, V̂2, ẑ]T
given by the discretized version of Equations (6.8)–(6.10) and the PWL approximation of the
nonlinearities in voltage measurement ŷt is given by the equations in Appendix A.3. The values of
the parameters in the voltage and force models can be found in Appendix A.4. The gain K for this






The values for the gains Ki with i = 1–3 are obtained by tuning the Q matrix. The gain KV
is found for the eight regions in which the voltage is divided: R1: z ∈ [0, c0], R2: z ∈ (c0, c1],
R3: z ∈ (c1, c2], R4: z ∈ (c2, c3], R5: z ∈ (c3, c4], R6: z ∈ (c4, c5], R7: z ∈ (c5, c6], and R8:
z ∈ (c6, 1].
The main challenge in this system is the slow convergence of the estimation error due to the
almost zero output gain (in C) especially the C(1,3) that corresponds to the dV
dz
in Equation (6.18).
Increasing the Kv gain to compensate for the low state to output gain C governed by dVdz will
amplify voltage sensor noise. Therefore, another observer is developed that uses voltage and force
measurement since SOC and bias in the force signal are unobservable by force measurement only.
6.5.2 Voltage and Force Observer Design
In the case of force and voltage estimation, the states of the observer are x̂t = [V̂1, V̂2, ẑ]T and
ŷ = [V̂T , F̂ ]








and the gain KV F is found for the eight regions of the voltage, as explained in the previous sub-
section. The modeled force used for the state estimator, F̂ , is given by
F̂sim(ẑ) = ĈdF (ẑ)ẑ + Ĉ0(ẑ) =

αmẑ + αm0, if ẑ ≤ b̂L
βmẑ + βm0, if b̂L < ẑ ≤ b̂H
γmẑ + γm0, otherwise
(6.18)
where ẑ is the estimated SOC from our observer and b̂L and b̂H are the inflection points that are
shifted by −10%, as shown by the dashed black lines in Figure 6.3 to emulate model uncertainty
and aging. In the case of a “perfect” model, b̂L = bL and b̂H = bH .
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6.5.2.1 Switching Logic in Observer Design
The gain (K) of the LQE depends on the relationship between the estimated state and the slope
of the measurement. In the case of a monotonic function, the estimated state will converge to the
true state value when the estimator gain is chosen so that the error dynamics are stable. In the
case of a non-monotonic function, the estimated state and the true state can have different slopes
in the force output depending on the operating region. Therefore, the estimator gain would have a
wrong sign which would lead to the divergence of the estimated state of charge from the true state.
This is due to the traditional LQE using the modeled slope at the region of the estimated state. For
example, consider the case where the model initialization occurs in the middle section of the SOC
range (force decreases and cell contracts as SOC increases), whereas the actual SOC is in the high
SOC range (force increases and cell swells as SOC increases); the traditional approach will lead
to divergence of the estimated SOC state from the actual SOC due to the difference in slope. To
address this difficulty, an algorithm was developed that uses a window of past measurements force
data to identify the slope of the non-monotonic F–SOC. The observer gain will need to switch
based on a judicious combination of the information at hand, namely
(a) the modeled slope ĈdF from Equation 6.18 of the F–SOC relation based on the estimated
state ẑ; and




Therefore, the output error injection gain K is a function of the state estimate and the estimated
force derivative, e.g., K(ẑ, d̃F
dz
), using two sources of information due to its importance in the
convergence of the estimation error. The DFDZ is computed as a line fitting problem based on the
moving window of past force measurements and the Coulomb counting based SOC integration (z̃)
over the moving window. The fitted DFDZ line F̃ = dF̃
dz
z̃ + F̃0 parameters are computed using the






= (LTkLk)−1LTk Fk (6.19)
where F̃0 is the affine parameter in Equation (6.18). The moving window of force measurements
















where k represents the discrete-time measurement index and n is the number of past samples. The
Coulomb counting based SOC integration is computed as




The integration is initialized with z̃k−n = 0. The moving window provides the dF̃dz computation
as the average slope in a window of n prior values of force which causes a delay δ in the switching
logic as a function of the window size n, as shown in Figure 6.5d. We can see that for n = 150
the δ is smaller compared to n = 450, but, with smaller n, the estimated slope is more susceptible
to noise. We chose n here to be 150 samples with a discretized time of 1 s. The reasoning behind
choosing this window size is explained in Section 6.5.3. Due to this delay and the fact that during
this time the actual and the estimated state can be in different segments of the SOC, which could
cause divergence, the gain is set to zero when the estimated slope dF̃
dz
has a different sign from the
modeled slope. Therefore, the system will run open loop for both voltage and force when there is
slope mismatch. This is done in order to avoid instability issues.
The switching logic for our gain (K(ẑ, d̂F
dz
)) is given by the following rules:













> 0 and ẑ > b̂H
0 otherwise.
(6.22)
Note that the gains KRI , KRII , and KRIII are not constant. The set of gains KRI consists of
the four gains that correspond to the four regions in voltage in region RI , KRII consists of the two
gains that correspond to the two regions in voltage in region RII , and KRIII consists of the two
gains that correspond to the two regions in voltage in region RIII , as shown in Figure 6.3. The
gains are therefore a function of ẑ and dF̃
dz
and they switch to the corresponding region depending
on the value of the estimated slope and estimated SOC.
6.5.3 SOC Estimation Error during Switching
Going open loop, during the time interval when there is a slope mismatch, is not sufficient to
avoid divergence of the estimated state of charge with high feedback gain. To verify this, we
analyze the Luenberger Observer for the SOC state using the measured force only. The goal of
this analysis is to determine the impact of the gain K on divergence of the state estimate when the
true model and state estimate are operating on opposite regions of the output non-linearity. Using
Equations (6.12) and (6.13), we can write the error dynamic (e = z− ẑt) for the observer assuming
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Figure 6.5: Simulation (without bias in the force measurement) for the Switch Observer V&F
developed in our previous work [119]. This figure shows the impact of high gains corresponding
to solution of the linear quadratic estimator using Q1 = diag([2, 0.1, 0.1]) and R = diag([1, 1])
with moving windows of length (MW) = 150 and MW = 450. If the gain is lowered by using
Q2 = diag([2, 0.1, 1e− 2]), as shown by the purple dashed line, the error is decreased by 5% with
same 150pt moving window length. (a) Comparison of the simulated state of charge (SOC). (b)
Comparison of the state of charge (SOC) error with the dashed lines representing the target ±5%
bound. (c) Comparison of the simulated force. For generalization of the results to the other cell
sizes, the pressure is shown. (d) Comparison of the true slope with the estimated slope dF̃
dz
and
observer output. Due to the greater delay (δ) before applying the zero gain for the MW = 450 case,
a higher error in SOC estimation occurs during the transition from RII to RI . (e) Comparison of
the feedback gain K32 from force to SOC based on the switching logic. When the observer and
estimated slopes mismatch, the gain is set to zero.
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x̂ is in RI and x is in RII as:
êt+1 = Aêt −K(yt − ŷt) = Aêt −K(βmx+ βm0 − αmx̂− αm0 + αmx− αmx) (6.23)
êt+1 = (A−Kαm)êt −K((βm − αm)x+ βm0 − αm0). (6.24)
From this error dynamic equation, we notice the error converges to a non-zero quantity so that e
tends toward zero only when x = bL, and the steady state error ess = ((βm−αm)x+βm0−αm0)/αm
is independent of the gain K. In the case, where the sign of the model is updated based on the
measured slope of the force signal ( d̃F
dz
), the growth in SOC estimation error is bounded by the
number of samples in the filter or the moving window size (MW ). If the current is bounded
(which it is in our case), then the divergence in the state estimate is bounded by the integral of
the current and the switching time δ. When the estimator model is updated to the correct slope,
the observer begins to converge again. However, noise in the measurement of force could still
result in divergence of the estimate if the gain K is too high. This is shown in Figure 6.5. We
can see that just by changing the MW = 150 to MW = 450 by using the same gains given by
Q = diag([2, 0.1, 0.1]) and R = diag([1, 1]). This is because the gain is large and the delay in dF̃
dz
crossing zero is 1 min greater than MW = 150. Therefore, the divergence in SOC, because of
the slope mismatch, will grow for a longer period of time with increasing filter length and a higher
error is achieved due to the delay in switching the gain to zero.
Now, if we decrease the gain by using Q = diag([2,0.1,1 × 10−2]) and R = diag([1, 1])
without bias estimation and n = 150, we notice that at the same region the error decreases by
5%. Therefore, low gains should be used to avoid the divergence and a window size of 150 is
chosen since this is the lowest window that provides sufficient noise rejection. The previous error
dynamic analysis can be done for the other mismatch slope areas to determine the minimum SOC
state estimation error.
6.5.4 Bias Influence in SOC Estimation
In this section, the proposed estimation is tested under biased force measurements. In Figure 6.6,
the simulated force data have a bias or drift of 3 N present in the force measurement. This drift
in force affects the SOC estimation, as shown in Figure 6.6. Application of the switched model
observer based on voltage and the force measurements based on previous work [119] without
taking into account the bias estimation results in error larger than 5%. Therefore, we assumed a
constant bias state (f̂d,t) that is given by
fd,t+1 = fd,t (6.25)
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where fd,t is the constant bias or drift term that augments the electrical states. The estimator now
estimated the electrical states (except hysteresis) and the force drift with x̂t = [V̂1, V̂2, ẑ, f̂d,t]T .
Therefore, the gains for the V&F Bias observer have the following format
K =
[
K11 K21 K31 K14
K12 K22 K32 K24
]T
(6.26)
The values for K1i and K2i with i = 1–4 are obtained by tuning the Q and R matrices.
6.6 Simulation Results without Model Mismatch in F–SOC and
OCV–SOC
The standard Dynamic Stress Test (DST) profile is repeated back to back and modified by adding a
constant current to periodically recharge the battery at 1/6 C rate, exercising a wider range of SOC,
as shown in Figure 6.4a. A measurement noise variance of 5 mV for voltage and 0.05 N for force
was chosen based on the variance of the experimental data. As for the drift value, we chose a value
of 3 N based on the monthly drift observed between repeated characterization experiments. Our
observer works if the initial error in bias is within 3 N. The LQE estimator is initialized with an
SOC error of ±10% in order to evaluate convergence. In the case of the DST cycle, the true SOC
state may be approaching the estimated value or diverging from the true SOC value depending on
the initial SOC estimation error. The objective is to stay within the ±5% estimation error bound
(EEB) for SOC denoted by the dashed lines in the Figure 6.6b . We chose to simulate initial
conditions around 60%–80% and the SOC swing of the whole cycle around 20%–80% SOC. This
range was chosen due to the challenge associated with flat OCV–SOC profile present for voltage
(around 40%–60%) and the negative slope in F–SOC (around 35%–70%). Therefore, the simulated
“measured” data are initialized at 61% SOC. The weights chosen to obtain the gains K1i with i =
1–4 andK2i with i = 1–4 are shown in Table 6.2. The gainK32 is shown in Figure 6.6f to illustrate
when the algorithm uses the estimated slope mismatch to zero the observer gain and run open loop.
Table 6.2: Control weights for the different sensors using the simulated data. V, terminal voltage;
V&F, fusion of both sensors; V&F Bias, fusion of both sensors with bias state.
Models Q R
V diag(2, 10, 2) 50
V&F diag(2, 0.01, 0.01) diag(50,10,000)
V&F Bias diag(2, 0.1, 0.01, 4) diag(50,10,000)
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Figure 6.6: Simulation assuming accurate modeling using Switch Observer V&F Bias observer
with an emulated bias of 3 N and 10 % (0.1) initial SOC error. (a) Comparison of the simulated
state of charge (SOC). Is clear from the results that Switch Observer V&F without bias estimation
diverges from the simulated SOC. Therefore, bias estimation is needed in the developed observer.
(b) Comparison of the state of charge (SOC) error with the dashed lines representing the target
±5% bound. SOC errors greater than 20% are obtained with the Switch Observer V&F without
bias estimation. It is shown that with bias estimation the SOC error is within the 5% estimation
error bound (EEB). (c) Comparison of the simulated force and observer outputs. The bias state
permits deviation in the force output, without compromising SOC estimation. For generalization of
the results to the other cell sizes, the pressure is shown. (d) Comparison of the simulated terminal
voltage. (e) Comparison of the true slope with the estimated slope dF̃
dz
and observer output. (f)
Comparison of the feedback gain K32 from force to SOC based on the switching logic. As shown
in region A, denoted by the black dashed horizontal lines, when the observer and estimated slopes
mismatch, the gain is set to zero. (g) The observer estimates the bias state which converges to the
true bias as shown by the black horizontal dashed lines.
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The SOC estimation using the V measurement and V&F measurement with and without the
bias state estimation are shown in Figure 6.6a. In all three cases, a 10% initial estimation error
is assumed. The inflection points in the force with respect to SOC are denoted by the dotted
horizontal lines in Figure 6.6a. In this case, the correct values for bL and bH are used for the
simulated data and the observer. The switched model applies zero gain (as shown in Figure 6.6f
in Region A) when the model slope (based on ẑ) does not agree with the estimated slope using the
least squares on the moving window with Equations (6.19)–(6.20). Using the previously developed
V&F observer without bias estimation [119], the SOC error does not remain within the±5% bound
with a 3 N bias in the measurement, even though the error in the force signal is small, as shown in
Figure 6.6a and 6.6c. For the proposed switching force-and voltage-based LQE with bias (Switch
Observer V&F Bias) before t = 50 min there is an SOC estimation error of 10%, even though
the force estimation is matching our simulated data, due the error in bias state estimation shown
in Figure 6.6g. Between t = 25 and t = 42 min, there is a slope mismatch in dF̃
dz
due to the
delay of our moving window. After t = 42 min, the slopes match again, and the correct non-
zero feedback gain is applied and the state of charge estimation error convergences within our
±5% EEB, as shown in Figure 6.6b. Even though both the proposed switching force and voltage
based LQE (Switch Observer V&F Bias) and the LQE based on voltage (Observer V) estimate
voltage accurately (as shown in Figure 6.6d, it can be observed that the Switch Observer V&F
Bias has faster convergence than the estimate based on V alone, as shown in Figure 6.6b. The
faster convergence is due to the addition of the force signal that produces a lower output error
injection gain from V to SOC in the regions where the voltage signal has flat slope. It can be
appreciated from Figure 6.6g that the bias term is able to estimate the drift value slowly in our
force measurement. The slow convergence of the bias estimate to the 3 N value denoted by the
dotted black line can be seen in Figure 6.6g. Therefore, as time progresses, the estimated force
converges to the modeled data, as shown in Figure 6.6c. This is due to the chosen inflection points
in F–SOC function being the same as the modeled data (b̂L = bL = c3 and b̂H = bH = c5).
We can observe that the estimated bias value oscillates around the true bias value. The model
error is being attributed to the bias state by the estimation algorithm. The Switch Observer V&F
Bias has lower root mean square error (RMSE), faster time convergence to the denoted SOC EEB
(referred to as Time to 5% EEB in Table 6.3), and reduced maximum absolute SOC error after the
force measurement has converged to an SOC error (referred to as Max SOC Error in Table 6.3)
compared to Observer V as shown in Table 6.3. Therefore, the advantage of Switch Observer V&F
Bias is the fast convergence in the region of 40%–60% SOC while having more accurate SOC
estimation due to the low RMSE values.
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Table 6.3: Comparison of the RMSE index for different initial estimate error and different sensors
using the simulated data. V, terminal voltage; V&F Bias, fusion of both sensors with bias state.
Initial SOC Error Parameters Observer V Switch ObserverV&F Bias
+10% Time to 5% EEB [min] 67.81 42.44
Max SOC Error [%] 3.32 3.22
RMSE 0.0394 0.0337
-10% Time to 5% EEB [min] 41.33 7.86
Max SOC Error [%] 5.15 1.54
RMSE 0.0321 0.0185
6.7 Simulation Results with Inflection Point Mismatch in F–
SOC and OCV–SOC
In reality, we do not have a “perfect” model that captures the battery data. Moreover, during aging,
the capacity loss shifts the inflection points as compared with the fresh cell. Therefore, to simulate
a more realistic application model mismatch is included in the F–SOC and OCV–SOC observer
by shifting the inflections points bL and bH of by −10% (b̂L and b̂H) to represent capacity loss on
the negative electrode [100]. During capacity loss, these inflections points shift for both functions
of F–SOC and OCV–SOC because they correspond to the electrochemical and mechanical model
having the same phase transitions. The aging effect on the swelling as the battery is cycled is
that the inflection points will shift by approximately 10%. The proposed V&F bias SOC method
will work if the initial unknown bias is within 3 N. The bias estimator will converge to the true
value, when the SOC is outside the middle region (where there is a multiplicity of state of charge).
A larger error in the initial bias will be “corrected” by visiting 100% or 0% SOC based on the
cell voltage feedback. In the middle region (RII), the feedback of force error is split between
the SOC and bias in the middle region without a strong feedback from the terminal voltage and
therefore can have a persistent SOC error. Checking the observer performance under inflection
points mismatch due to capacity loss is important since it captures the robustness needed as the
battery ages. Therefore, we want to check the performance of the developed Switching Observer
V&F Bias under this model mismatch and both voltage and force have −10% inflections points
shift. We initialize our simulated “measured” data at 61% SOC. The weights chosen to obtain
the gains K1i with i = 1–4 and K2i with i = 1–4 are shown in Table 6.4. The gain K32 for
feedback of the force error to the SOC state is shown in Figure 6.7f. The results from the “perfect”
model observer (Switch V&F Bias), as shown in Figure 6.6, are compared with the observer with
inflection mismatch (Switch V&F Bias Mismatch).
The SOC estimation using the V measurement and V&F Bias measurement with 10% initial
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Figure 6.7: Simulation of the impact of model mismatch in the inflection points of the force vs.
SOC curve. A 10% error in b̂L and b̂H is tested for the observer (Switch Observer V&F Bias)
with an emulated bias of 3 N and 10% (0.1) initial SOC error. (a) Comparison of the simulated
state of charge (SOC). (b) Comparison of the state of charge (SOC) error with the dashed lines
representing the target±5% bound. The SOC error converges to within the±5% error bound. The
largest SOC errors are observed near the switching points denoted by the horizontal dashed lines in
6.7a. (c) Comparison of the simulated force and observer output. For generalization of the results
to the other cell sizes, the pressure is shown. (d) Comparison of the simulated terminal voltage and
observer output. (e) Comparison of the true slope with the estimated slope dF̃
dz
and observer output.
(f) Comparison of the feedback gainK32 from force to SOC based on the switching logic. The gain
is set to zero when there is mismatch in the estimated slope and that based on the observer SOC. (g)
The Bias state estimate converges slowly. The impact of model mismatch in the inflection points
of the force vs. SOC curve can be seen by comparing the (Switch Observer V&F Bias Mismatch)
and (Switch Observer V&F Bias) which uses the correct value. The accurate observer converges to
the true value of 3 N, denoted by the dashed horizontal line whereas mismatch leads to a constant
over-estimate of about 1 N.
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Table 6.4: Estimation Weights for the different sensors using the simulated data with and without
model mismatch. V&F Bias fusion of both sensors without mismatch; V&F Bias Mismatch, fusion
of both sensors with model mismatch.
Models Q R
V&F Bias diag(9, 0.01, 0.005, 3) diag(50,10,000)
V&F Bias Mismatch diag(9, 0.01, 0.005, 3) diag(50,10,000)
estimation error are shown in Figure 6.7a. The inflection points in the force with respect to SOC
are denoted by the dotted horizontal lines in Figure 6.7a. As shown in Table 6.5, we obtain lower
RMSE, faster convergence to the desired SOC estimation error bound (EEB), and smaller absolute
SOC error after the force measurement has converged to an SOC error value for the V&F Bias
observer compared to V&F Bias Mismatch observer when initialized at 10%. For −10% SOC
initialization, the V&F Bias Mismatch observer has lower RMSE and lower time convergence to
the desired SOC estimation error bound (EEB) compared to V&F Bias, as shown in Figure 6.7b.
The force bias estimate for V&F Bias Mismatch converges faster to the constant bias value of
3N. Due to this faster convergence, the RMSE and the convergence to the desired SOC estimation
error bound (EEB) is lower for the model with mismatch due to the initial condition. In both
−10% and 10% SOC initialization, the maximum absolute SOC error after the force measurement
has converged to an SOC error lower for V&F Bias than V&F Bias Mismatch. The non-zero state
estimation error is due to the mismatch present in the F–SOC and OCV–SOC function (bL 6= c3
and bH 6= c5). To understand this, we need to analyze the error dynamics equation. We know from
Section 6.3 the form of our model and the observer form is given in Equation (6.12). Therefore,
denoting our error as e = x− x̂ and using our model and observer model equations, we obtain the
dynamic error equation as
ė = (A−KC)e−K∆Cx̂−K∆C0 (6.27)
where ∆C = C − Ĉ and ∆C0 = C0 − Ĉ0. From the dynamic error equation, we notice that the
bias error and the SOC error will not converge to 0 due to the terms −K∆C0. Therefore, the bias
will converge to a value that is not the true value of the drift due to this error, as shown in Figure
6.7g. The SOC error will converge to a value but it will not converge to 0, as shown in Figure 6.7b,
due to the model mismatch. The magnitude of the estimation error varies depending on the force
region we are operating in. The SOC estimation error, due to model mismatch, will grow as the
force sensor drift increases due to the terms−K∆C0. For the given model tuning and 10% shift in
the force curve with respect to SOC, the force-based observer only achieves better SOC estimation
than the voltage only case if the uncorrected force sensor drift is less than 3 N initially.
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Table 6.5: Comparison of the RMSE index for different initial estimate error and different sensors
using the simulated data with and without model mismatch. V, terminal voltage; V&F Bias, fusion
of both sensors; V&F Bias Mismatch, fusion of both sensors with model mismatch.
Initial SOC Parameters Observer Switch ObserverError V&F Bias V&F Bias Mismatch
+10% Time to 5% EEB [min] 42.5 42.55
Max SOC Error [%] 2.79 3.01
RMSE 0.0327 0.0377
−10% Time to 5% EEB [min] 8.38 5
Max SOC Error [%] 2.38 4.31
RMSE 0.0200 0.0177
6.8 Experimental Data Results Using F–SOC and OCV–SOC
Table 6.6: Control Weights for the different sensors for data validation: V,terminal voltage; V&F
Bias, fusion of both sensors.
Models Q R
V diag(5, 0.1, 0.1) 50
V&F Bias diag(1,1×10−2,0.09,50) R = diag(50,10,000)
With a 10% initial error in our SOC estimate, we obtain the results shown in Figure 6.8. The
observer was initialized to 51% SOC, whereas the true state was 61% SOC, to highlight the per-
formance in the middle SOC region where voltage based techniques are less effective. The current
waveform discussed in Section 6.2 was applied to the battery and the observer. As in the simulated
results, the proposed Switch Observer V&F Bias has faster convergence than the SOC estimation
based on V alone as shown in Figure 6.8b. The V&F Bias observer exhibits lower RMSE, faster
time convergence to the denoted SOC estimation error bound (EEB), and reduced maximum abso-
lute SOC error, as shown in Table 6.7 compared to V observer. The bias term oscillates around the
estimated bias value of 6.8 N, as shown in Figure 6.8g. These larger oscillations in the bias could
be due to our force data having additional dynamics besides the bias term. According to [98], the
force has a dynamic term that is temperature dependent, and the ambient chamber temperature may
oscillate within ±1 ◦C. Therefore, this dynamic term should be added to our force model. There
are some large errors in SOC estimation (approximately around 15%) at low SOC. This is due to
our piecewise linear (PWL) fit.
In the area near 20% SOC, the PWL fit is less accurately, as shown in Figure 6.1, which results
in increased SOC estimation error of around 10%. To better capture the non-linearity, the piecewise
linear approximation could be further divided into more regions to provide a better fit. The weights
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Figure 6.8: Experimental validation of the developed observer (Switch Observer V&F Bias) with
10% (0.1) initial SOC error. The offline experimentally measured current, voltage, and force data
were fed into the model to assess performance. (a) Comparison of high accuracy coulomb counting
based state of charge (SOC) with observer estimates. (b) Comparison of the state of charge (SOC)
error with the dashed lines representing the target ±5% bound. The observer with force bias state
estimation demonstrates better performance. The large error at low SOC for both observers is due
to model mismatch the piecewise linear OCV–SOC fit at low SOC. (c) Comparison of measured
and estimated force. (d) Comparison of the experimental and observer modeled terminal voltage.
(e) Comparison of the estimated slope dF̃
dz
and observer model. (f) Comparison of the feedback gain
K32 from force to SOC based on the switching logic. (g) The Bias state estimate fluctuates around
the average value (denoted by the horizontal dashed line). This could be due model mismatch,
where the force error is exciting the bias state estimate.
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Table 6.7: Comparison of the RMSE index for different initial estimate error and different sensors
for data validation. V, terminal voltage; V&F Bias, fusion of both sensors.
Initial SOC Parameters Observer V Switch ObserverError V&F
+10% Time to 5% EEB [min] 95.5 0.18
Max SOC Error [%] 11.89 11.79
RMSE 0.0741 0.0611
−10% Time to 5% EEB [min] 6.95 6.54
Max SOC Error [%] 11.89 11.79
RMSE 0.0594 0.0574
chosen to obtain the gains K1i with i = 1–4 and K2i with i = 1–4 are shown in Table 6.6. The gain
K32 that satisfies sign or is zero is shown in Figure 6.8f. The bias estimation state is initialized at
10 N.
6.9 Conclusions
LFP batteries have low resistance and thus can be used for load leveling in hybrid FCVs. A new
switching estimator design for a battery with the lithium ion LFP chemistry that integrates the non-
monotonic F–SOC relation is proposed, verified by simulation, and validated using experimental
data with respect to the SOC estimation accuracy. The estimator is based on switching PWL mod-
els that are scheduled according to the identified slope of the F–SOC operating point with a bias
state in order to capture the drift exerted by the fixture and battery in our force measurement. Two
different sensor scenarios, namely V and V&F Bias fusion, are compared, where it is concluded
that the V&F Bias sensor improves the rate of SOC estimator convergence. This is due to the in-
formation added from the steeper, hence more informative, F–SOC characteristic than OCV–SOC
relation despite large errors in the voltage and force models. The bounds on SOC estimation ac-
curacy depend on the chosen inflection points of the F–SOC function. If they are correct, then the
accuracy is better for the observer with both F and V than V only. Our future work will focus on
determining if the drift on our force measurement is due to creep exerted by the poron and thermal
expansion of the fixture or due to creep exerted by a degraded battery influenced by compressive
stresses [114], or a combination of both. The thermal expansion term and swelling dynamic as a
function of temperature will be considered. Data from an aged swelling cell will be used with the
developed SOC estimator and the State of Health of the battery (SOH) will be estimated through
the capacity fade. The inflection point model mismatch on the F–SOC function will be further
studied in an aged cell since the inflection points change as the battery degrades or fades. Due
to the tight manufacturing tolerances, the variability in thickness should not be a significant con-
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tributor to force measurement uncertainty. In terms of aging, the expected variability in the cell
expansion is a subject of future studies. Cell-to-cell variability due to aging in the resulting force
should also be investigated in future work based on initial findings from [100, 130]. Finally, the
measured force is the result of all cell’s expansion (summation) in a constrained module, therefore
different levels of degradation for individual cells when charged in series would result in smoothing
(convolution) of the force sensed on the module-level.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Results and Conclusions
Alternative vehicle configurations that transition from internal combustion engines and fossil fuels
to alternative power sources with low-carbon intensity fuel are pursued to achieve zero tailpipe
emission and reduce the overall carbon emissions. For vehicles with heavy duty cycle and contin-
uous operations fuel cell vehicles are viable candidates and their performance and durability has
improved in the last decade. From the different available fuel cells, the polymer electrolyte mem-
brane fuel cell (PEMFC) is the most promising in the automotive sector due to its high efficiency,
high power density, low operating temperature, and rapidly decreasing cost. As the cost of the ma-
terial in the fuel cell (FC) membrane electrode assembly (MEA) is rapidly decreasing, a significant
fraction of the cost is occurring due to the balance of plant (BOP) hardware. The BOPs large cost
in turn arises from the thermal management system and the airflow systems. Fuel cells produce
significant heat that can lead to fuel cell degradation if it is not adequately dissipated. Therefore,
the challenge of what cooling system (also known as balance of plant components) should be used
with the fuel cell, the influence of fuel cell temperature in the performance of the fuel cell, and
the connection to the BOP to maintain the temperature arises. Modeling techniques with empirical
maps can be efficiently used for BOP studies and system efficiency. Automatic sizing of the BOP
components is much harder and requires a lot of experience or more work. Special attention could
be applied to the airpath and compressor. In this thesis, the cooling system was modeled for an
aircooled system since it affects the FC efficiency in a significant and complex way. The power
split was emulated between the fuel cell stack and a battery for both systems.
An empirical fan model is developed for the Ballard 1200 ACS stack, while the liquid cooled
uses an empirical model for the air compressor. The cooling BOP is not considered for the liquid
cooled stack due to its low power demand compared to the whole fuel cell system. It was concluded
that the cooling system could not be neglected for air cooled fuel cells. Meanwhile, for liquid
cooled fuel cells, it can be assumed that the cooling system can be neglected in the fuel cell system
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analysis. Determining at what power and energy density the liquid cooling system is cost effective
or reduces the total cost of ownership will be important in the future.
The question of what control strategy should be used for real-time implementation while
achieving the optimal power split between the energy sources in the fuel cell vehicle and minimiz-
ing the fuel consumption is formulated in this thesis. A comparison between an optimal control
strategy (using pseudospectral methodology from Matlab called GPOPS) and proportional-integral
(PI) controllers were developed for a Packbot robot operated by fuel cells and a lithium ion battery
pack. The first PI controller loop consists of controlling the airflow through a fuel cell tempera-
ture reference, while the second loop consists of controlling the fuel cell current through state of
charge (SOC) reference. The PI controllers use a temperature setpoint suggested by the optimal
FC temperature and a linear reference for the SOC. The two PI controllers’ performance using the
simple reference derived from the offline optimal results can achieve 96% of the fuel savings of
the optimum hydrogen consumption with full preview information.
Military vehicles range from 300 W robots to 250 kW armored medium duty vehicles. These
vehicles also need to operate efficiently in varying environmental conditions affecting fuel cell
operation, such as, the power split strategy, sizing, battery chemistry, and fuel cell vehicle condi-
tions should be investigated. In this thesis, two approaches for the power split are compared. The
strategies include dynamic programming (DP) and equivalent consumption minimization strategy
(ECMS) for a plug-in hybrid fuel cell medium-sized military vehicle over three different drive cy-
cles (two military drive cycles one emulating a high pulsed power and a commercial drive cycle
obtained from actual driving data). For the performance comparison, first, the size of the battery
and fuel cell is fixed. Then, different battery sizes and chemistries are considered to study their
impacts on fuel consumption and, consequently, on the control strategies. From the obtained re-
sults from DP and ECMS for all drive cycles, it is concluded that ECMS is a good candidate for
real-time implementation since it performs similarly to DP once a rough mission is known and the
SOC trajectory can be determined in advance. The similarity in performance is due to our problem
formulation being convex in fuel cell hydrogen consumption and concave with the state of charge
time derivative. For the same battery and fuel cell size, the commercial drive cycle (highway cycle)
barely used the fuel cell. As for the battery sizing results using Churchville B (the most demanding
military cycle), it is demonstrated that there is an ideal battery sizing for the vehicle. For our case
study, it seems 28 KWh is the ideal battery size. Taking into account the battery chemistry, lithium
ion iron phosphate (LFP) seems to be preferable to lithium-nickel-manganese-cobalt-oxide (NMC)
since LFP has lower battery losses and uses less the fuel cell than NMC.
Additional to the power split problem, the optimization of vehicle dynamics and the power
split has been a focus for the automotive industry. For military missions there are more reasons
for autonomous operation, where, the co-optimization of vehicle dynamics (speed) and powertrain
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operation is achieved and the computational complexity added. Consequently, studies have per-
formed sequential optimization where the optimization problem is split in two. First, the optimal
speed problem formulation is solved, and then the optimal speed is used to find the vehicle’s power
for each component. This thesis compares co-optimization and sequential optimization in terms
of energy consumption by each powertrain component, operating modes, and computational cost
for a hybrid liquid-cooled fuel cell with battery Small Multipurpose Equipment Transport (SMET)
vehicle. The calculations for co-optimization are simplified by using Pontryagin’s Minimum Prin-
ciple (PMP) to find a discrete variable describing vehicle operation and another continuous variable
for power distribution. We use DP to solve the co-optimization and sequential optimization formu-
lations with two driving cycles (one represents aggressive driving on hilly terrain while the other
represents driving on a relatively flat road). It is shown that co-optimization outperforms sequen-
tial optimization. The hilly terrain improvements range from 5% to 24% by using co-optimization
in total energy savings, while a maximum of 5% was achieved on the flat road. The work was
published in [68].
Lastly, even though LFP is promising for fuel cell vehicles due to their ability for fast charging,
high power, and long cycle life, it suffers from having a relatively flat (low slope) open circuit
voltage OCV-SOC relationship, making it hard to estimate the SOC from the classical voltage
measurements. In this thesis, the force expansion is leveraged as an extra measurement to esti-
mate the SOC. The force has a non-monotonic F–SOC relationship making it challenging for the
traditional linear quadratic estimator (LQE) to find the correct SOC. Therefore, a novel switching
estimation gain is used to determine the gain by the operating region that corresponds to the current
SOC. Additionally, a drift in the measured force associated with a shift of the cell SOC–expansion
behavior over time is addressed with a biased estimator for the force signal. The performance
of our voltage and force-based (V&F) SOC estimation algorithm is compared against the tradi-
tional voltage-based (V) using a dynamic stress test protocol. The obtained results show that the
V&F Bias sensor improves the rate of SOC estimator convergence compared with the classical
voltage-based (V). The work was published in [37].
7.2 Future Work
In this thesis a 0-D model was used to capture the behavior of a liquid cooled fuel cell (15kW
Hydrogenics stack HD 15) stack. In the future, the same 0-D model should be used for the air
cooled fuel cell (Ballard 1200 ACS) stack and validated against transient temperature and voltage
data for both liquid cooled and air cooled stack. That way the same model would capture the
behavior of both fuel cells and simplify the modeling analysis.
The PI controller loop consisting of controlling the airflow through a fuel cell temperature
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reference, while the second loop consists of controlling the fuel cell current through a state of
charge (SOC) reference, was developed. It was corroborated in this thesis that the controllers can
perform similarly to an optimal control strategy if the reference is derived from the optimal control
results. Therefore, next steps should involve the use of adaptive reference control and validate the
controllers in real-time using the hybrid electric vehicle to verify that the appropriate gains are
used for each cycle.
It would be interesting if, for the medium size military vehicle, the thermal analysis of the
battery is included in the battery sizing analysis between NMC and LFP. The nonlinear LFP open-
circuit voltage should also be considered to obtain a more realistic comparison. Including fuel
cell sizing in the analysis will be ideal since it will change the weight of the vehicle and power
requirements. More battery sizing and fuel cell sizing cases will be considered to validate that the
sizing is optimal. The influence of power electronics system (such as DC/DC converter) should
also be included in the problem formulation.
For the co-optimization and sequential optimization formulations, future work will concentrate
on enforcing a terminal SOC constraint properly for sequential optimization and obtain results
that can approximate the co-optimization result [24]. The influence of thermal systems and power
electronics systems (such as DC/DC converter) should be included in the vehicle formulation for
a more realistic modeling configuration. The effects of battery degradation and fuel cell durability
should also be included [167]. Machine learning techniques can be used to deal with a system with
many states and uncertainties in the co-optimization problem formulation with the degraded fuel
cell and battery models.
Lastly, our voltage and force-based (V&F) SOC estimation algorithm should include a thermal
expansion term and swelling dynamic as a function of temperature. The drift present on our force
measurements should also be determined. Data from an aged swelling cell should be used with
the developed SOC estimator, and the State of Health of the battery (SOH) should be estimated
through the capacity fade to improve the performance of the developed estimator under battery cell
degradation. The inflection point model mismatch on the F–SOC function will be studied in an
aged cell since the inflection points change as the battery degrades or fades. In terms of aging, the
expected variability in cell expansion is a subject of future studies. Cell-to-cell variability due to




A.1 Detailed Computation for DP Implementation
For each of the five control actions in OCPs (5.24) and (5.28), the following equations are used to
compute the corresponding acceleration, velocity, and force for a given distance of ∆s:


































fe =Mã+ fr + fg,
ff =0,
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fe = max {fmin,Mã+ fr + fg} ,




fe =fr + fg,
ff =0,
In the equations above, the larger magnitude of the resisting force, fr, or grade force, fg, in
addition to whether the grade is positive or negative, determines whether the force applied to the
vehicle is a propulsion force or braking force. Thus, the force in cruising mode can be either
positive or negative depending on the grade and its dominance over the other resisting forces.
A.2 Voltage Hysteresis State H Function












2 + a1z + a0) (A.1)
where ai with i = 0-12 are the tuned parameters and their values are found in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Voltage hysteresis state H function parameters and its values.
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values
a12 8662.54 a8 319201.70 a4 9255.46
a11 −57,939.63 a7 -234698.07 a3 -1381.64
a10 170,685.13 a6 117809.10 a2 127.23
a9 -291398.86 a5 -40316.61 a1 -6.53
a0 0.16
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A.3 Discrete Terminal Voltage Model
The discrete terminal voltage measurement equation is defined as
VT,t = Ṽoc(zt)− IR− V1,t − V2,t + vV,t (A.2)
where vV,t is the V measurement noise. The piecewise linear (PWL) approximation of the OCV
characteristic is modeled as
Ṽoc(zt) =

ζzt + ζ0 if zt ≤ c0
ηzt + η0 if c0 < zt ≤ c1
θzt + θ0 if c1 < zt ≤ c2
κzt + κ0 if c2 < zt ≤ c3
σzt + σ0 if c3 < zt ≤ c4
µzt + µ0 if c4 < zt ≤ c5
ϕzt + ϕ0 if c5 < zt ≥ c6
λzt + λ0 if zt ≥ c6
(A.3)
where ζ , η, θ, κ, σ, µ, ϕ, and λ are the slope parameters; ζ0 is the minimum voltage sensed at fully
discharged state; and c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, and c6 are the piecewise point parameters. The parameters
η0, θ0, κ0, σ0, µ0, and λ0 are uniquely determined from the other parameters via constraints of
piecewise continuity.
η0 = (ζ − η)c0 + ζ0 (A.4)
θ0 = (η − θ)c1 + (ζ − η)c0 + ζ0 (A.5)
κ0 = (θ − κ)c2 + (η − θ)c1 + (ζ − η)c0 + ζ0 (A.6)
σ0 = (κ− σ)c3 + (θ − κ)c2 + (η − θ)c1 + (ζ − η)c0 + ζ0 (A.7)
µ0 = (σ − µ)c4 + (κ− σ)c3 + (θ − κ)c2 + (η − θ)c1 + (ζ − η)c0 + ζ0 (A.8)
ϕ0 = (µ− ϕ)c5 + (σ − µ)c4 + (κ− σ)c3 + (θ − κ)c2 + (η − θ)c1 + (ζ − η)c0 + ζ0 (A.9)
λ0 = (ϕ−λ)c6+(µ−ϕ)c5+(σ−µ)c4+(κ−σ)c3+(θ−κ)c2+(η−θ)c1+(ζ−η)c0+ζ0 (A.10)
The OCV characteristic and its PWL approximation are shown in Figure 6.3. Note that c3 and
c5 also correspond to the inflection points in the PWL approximation of the force. The reason for
this is that both functions of F–SOC and OCV–SOC have the same inflection points due to the
electrochemical and mechanical model having the same phase transitions.
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A.4 Force and OCV Function Values That Represent Average
Data
Table A.2: Parameter values for the PWL OCV–SOC function in Equation (A.3) without model
mismatch. Same values are used with model mismatch except for c3 = 0.34 and c5 = 0.69.
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values
ζ 9.232 µ 0.02836 c3 0.35
ζ0 2.622 ϕ 2.264 c4 0.6511
η 0.3899 λ 0.03506 c5 0.7
θ 0.4922 c0 0.06 c6 0.9767
κ 0.2724 c1 0.1516
σ 0.5515 c2 0.2528
Table A.3: Parameter values for the OCV–SOC function in Equation (6.7).
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values
V0 −2.4354 av,1 0.0206 av,3 0.0166
d 0.1162 bv,1 0.2321 bv,3 0.6799
f 5.7469 cv,1 0.0626 cv,3 0.0306
h 1.2942 av,2 5.6185
k 3.0014×10−4 bv,2 −0.0513
g −0.0098 cv,2 0.0406
Table A.4: Parameter values for the F–SOC function that represent average data. This model is
also used for PWL F–SOC without model mismatch (bL and bH) and with model mismatch (b̂L and
b̂H).
Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameters Values
αm 63.11 γm 21.78 b̂L 0.34
αm0 1641 bL 0.35 b̂H 0.69
βm −29.53 bH 0.7
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